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INTRODUCTION
When control of the Northern Territory passed from
South Australia to the Commonwealth on 1 January 1911, the
Commonwealth Government assumed responsibility for
Australian Aborigines for the first t~me. 1 The Australian
constitution had left control of Abor:gines residing
within States in the hands of State Governments (Section
Sl(xxvi)).

This essay looks at the Commonwealth's policy

and administration concerning Aborigines in two situations
of contact with European society.

It deals firstly with

Darwin where, for over forty years, relationships between
Aborigines on the one hand, and Europeans and Asians on
the other, had developed with little government intervention.
Secondly, it describes the Government's attempt to serve
the interests of the Aborigines of western Arnhem Land
where contact with alien cultures had been going on for
perhaps 200 years, but had never been more than sporadic.
These two situations received most attention in
early Commonwealth policy towards Aborigines in the Northern
Territory.

There were other areas of contact, particularly

pastoral and agricultural, but interest in these only
began to receive significant attention after J.W. Bleakley's
investigations of 1928.

Darwin and Oenpelli therefore

represent both an interesting contrast, and the major
focusses of an important beginning in Commonwealth policy.

1.

On the same day Aborigines at Jervis Bay, until then
a part of New South Wales, came under Commonwealth
control when the Federal Capital Territory was
instituted.
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1.

DARWIN, 1869-1911

1.

In 1911 the town of Darwin coull boast of little
more than that, 42 years after its fou1dation, it was still
there, which meant that it had been a 1reater success than
the four previous European settlements in the Top End of
the Northern Territory.

It remained a drowsy town of

wood and galvanised iron, economically stagnant despite
the periodic stimulus of pearl-shellim, pastoralism, gold
discoveries, agricultural schemes, the building of the
overland telegraph, and a railway lin&

One-third of its

one thousand non-Aboriginal inhabitant> were Chinese who
lived mostly in Cavenagh Street in the centre of the town
and dominated its commercial life. 1
It was a town of merchants and 1overnment officials,
but few willing labourers, other than t he Aborigines who
lived in camps on its fringes.

There Nas the Larrakia

t r i be on Lameroo Beach, wh i ch had occw ied the country
b efore the Europeans came, and others from right across
the Top End of the Territory , from the Victoria River to
Borroloola. 2 The usefulness and passivity of Darwin's
Aborig i nes was often noted in governmen t reports and
private accounts, particularly in the e arly years of
settlement.

In 1911 J . T. Beckett repcrted:

The aboriginals around Darwin . .. are a docile
submissive people who
render excellent
service in return for the pittances doted out
to them.3
1.

Commonwealth of Australia, Census of the Commonwealth
of Australia, taken for the night between the 2nd & 3rd
April, 1911, Vol. II, (Government Printer, Melbourne

[1914]), p.382.
2.

AA CRS Al,12/10964, Report - Beckett to Basedow, 29/7/11.

3.

AA CRS Al,12/10964, Report - Beckett to Basedow, 29/7/11;
See also South Australia, Northerr Territory: Office of
the Government Resident. DespatchES and Reports, 1870-1880

A.I.A.S. MS 1042 : Douglas to Coffill!issioner of Crown Lands,
1/7/1870, Millner to Commissioner of Crown Lands, 1/7/1870;
South Australia, Government Resid Ent's Report on the
Northern Territ o ry for 1897, SAPP no. 45, 1898-9, Vol. II,
p.10; William J. Sowden, The Nor t hern Territory As It
Is. A Narrative of the South Aust t alian Parliamentary
Party's Trip, and Full Descriptio r. s of the Northern

2•

Aboriginal women performed menial domestic tasks in
private hoseholds, while the men worked for both the civil
service and private employers.

For the government, bush

hay was cut, stones broken, stumps grubbed, streets
weeded, gardens tended, and the government dray taken in
hand.

Shop-keepers found uses for Aboriginal labour, and

by 1885 Larrakia men were being taken inland as servants,
and to sea to man pearling luggers. 4
Food, tobacco, and occasionally items of clothing
were given in exchange for labour, 5 though cash did leak
into the system:

in 1885 the Chief Protector of Aborigines

complained that his charges were "beginning to understand
the value of money" and in some cases would not work for
anything else. 6
The state of Aboriginal culture after forty years
of direct contact with Europeans was personified by the
Aborigine who was found, very drunk, in a Darwin street in
1910:
He was full of melody - which ranged from wild
corroboree refrains to melancholy parodies of
Sankey and Moody's hymns.7

Territory;
&

(W.K. Thomas
Mrs Dominic D. Daly,

It's Settlements and Industries,

Co., Adelaide, 1882), p.144;

Digging, Squatting, and Pioneering Life in the Northern
Territory of South Australia, (Sampson Low, Marston,

Searle and Rivington, London, 1887), pp.72,182.
4.

South Australia, ... Despatches and Reports, 1870-1880 :
Price to Minister of Agriculture and Education, 14/9/1876,
15/7/1877; South Australia, Half-Yearly Report on
Northern Territory to December 31st, 1885, SAPP no. 53,
Vol. 3, 1886, p.25; Sowden, The Northern Territory As
It Is, p.129;
Daly, Digging, Squatting and Pioneering.
p.67; Alfred Searcy, In Australian Tropics, (Kegan,
Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., London, 1907), pp.37-8,
349-50; Northern Territory Times, 17/6/10, p.3b.

5.

South Australia, ... Despatches and Reports, 1870-1880
Price to Minister of Agriculture and Education,
19/1/1877, 15/5/1877; Northern Territory Times, 27/11/13,
p.2g.

6.

South Australia, Report ... to December 31st, 1885,
p.25.

7.

Northern Territory Times,

17/6/10, p.3d.

3.

But the Aborigines had retained enough of their culture,
firstly, to still have at least an occasional alternative
to the life-style offered by the Europeans, and secondly,
for the whites to rue that their indigenous labour supply
was not as reliable as they would have liked.

Employees

were likely to "go bush" at any moment, sometimes persuading
one of their countrymen to stand in for them in their
absence, sometimes not.

Others were known to have begun

working for someone - carrying wood and water for example without any prior agreement having been entered into. 8 In
1899 Inspector Paul Foelsche regretted that many Aborigines
preferred to prostitute their women in return for flour,
tobacco and money rather than work for the whites. 9 Darwin's
European population was also perturbed by the noise that
issued from corroborees at night, and the Aborigines'
· ·1·ise d" d emeanour i' n the streets. 10
genera 11 y " uncivi
When concern was expressed for the Aboriginal
inhabitants of the Northern Territory by the government
during the period of South Australian administration, it
was usually centred on the often violent confrontation with
whites on the frontiers of pastoral expansion.

By compari-

son, contact between the races had been peaceful in Darwin.
Decimation took place quietly by disease, and numbers were
being augmented by the influx of Aborigines from outlying
parts, so that consciences were not stirred to any great
extent.
8.

The government recognised from time to time that

AA CRS Al,12/10964, Report - Beckett to Basedow, 29/7/11.
See also Government Resident's Report for the Northern
Territory, 1898, SAPP no. 45, Vol. II, 1899, p.12;
Government Resident's Report for the Norhtern Territory,
1908, SAPP no. 45, Vol. III, 1909, p.11.

9.

South Australia, South Australian Parliamentary Proceedings, Vol. 2, 1899, "Select Committee of the Legislative
Council on the Aborigines Bill", Appendix, pp.112-113,
quoted in Sharma N. Stone (ed), Aborigines in White
Australia. A Documentary History of the Attitudes
Affecting Official Policy and the Australian Aborigine,
1697-1973, (Heinemann Educational Books, South Yarra,

19 7 4 ) , pp . 114 -11 7 .
10.

South Australia, Government Resident's Report on
Northern Territory, 1888, SAPP no. 28, Vol. II, 1889,
p.26;
Northern Territory Times, 27/9/1879, p.2a,
25/6/1881, p.2a-b, 17/11/1883, p.2e.
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a problem did exist, but its responses were palliative and
piecemeal:

medical treatment was available from the

Government Medical Officer to any Aborigine who actively
sought it (and few did);

blankets, flour and tobacco

were distributed on Queen Victoria's birthday - later
Empire Day - to all who assembled for the occasion;

and

peddlers of alcohol and opium to the Aborigines were
11
occasionally prosecuted.
Financial assistance was given
to the Jesuit mission at Rapid Creek, eleven kilometres
from Darwin, which closed in 1890 after nine years of
operation, because the fathers could not compete with the
town in their fight against "lust, grog and opium" 12
By 1911, then, Darwin's 250 full-blood Aborigines
were often willing to sell their labour in return for the
goods that the Europeans and Chinese had to offer, yet
retained enough of their own culture for there still to be
a choice between life-styles.
them with ambivalence.

Their employers regarded

They were both despised for their

fickleness and offences against civic propriety, and valued
as the only sources of the labour that was essential for
businesses to be run, and for lives to be led with the
degree of comfort considered requisite for whites in the
tropics.
In a country where white domestic service is
unprocurable, and white labour generally is
expensive and unreliable, the presence of these
docile, cheap, cheerful, loyal people alone
makes life tolerable.13

11.

South Australia, Report . .. to December 31st, 1885,
p.25; Northern Territory Times, 20/5/10, p.2f.

12.

South Australia, Government Resident's Report on
Northern Territory for the Year 1887, SAPP no. 53,
Vol. 3, 1888, p.42; G.J. O'Kelly, "The Jesuit Mission
Stations In The Northern Territory", (B.A. (Hons) Thesis,
Monash University, 1967), pp.12,20.

13.

Atlee Arthur Hunt, The Northern Territory of Australia:
Memorandum with an Addendum by J.A. Gilruth, (Government Printer, Melbourne, 1916), p.50.

5.

DARWIN, 1911-1914

2.

The Commonwealth's Labor Government under Andrew
Fisher was mindful of "the myriad races of the now somewhat
restless East", when it assumed control of the Northern
Territory in 1911, and its concern was maintained by
subsequent Governments.

In view of this, the primary

objective with regard to the Territory was to settle white
people permanently on the land, to fill up the hitherto
potentially tempting empty spaces. 1 At this time the
Government was also mouthing a loud determination that
something was definitely going to be done in the area of
Aboriginal administration.

When pressed by scientific,

religious and political groups for a more precise statement
of policy, ministers supposed that reserves of some sort
might be a good idea, but really had little to say except
that it was agreed that the Aborigines represented a
"problem", and that their "interests" would be promoted
"in every possible way 2 It was believed that legislation
11 •

passed by the South Australian parliament less than a month
before that State relinquished its control, would provide
the necessary authority with which to safeguard Aboriginal
interests until the Commonwealth could decide exactly what
the "problems" and "interests" were. 3
The Northern Territory Aboriginals Act 1910
1.

4

was

Australia, Department of External Affairs, Northern
Territory of Australia, Report on Operations Since the
Transfer to the Commonwealth, (Government Printer,
Melbourne, 1913), p.11; Australia. Northern Territory.
Outlines of Policy, by the Hon. P.M. Glynn, Minister
for External Affairs, CPP no. 30, 1914, Vol. II,
[p.5]; Northern Territory, Report of the Administrator
for the Year 1914-15, CPP no. 240, 1914-17, Vol. II,

p.11.
2.

E.L. Batchelor, Minister for External Affairs, quoted
in Northern Territory Times, 27/10/11, p.3b;
see also
Northern Territory Times, 3/3/11, p.3f;
AA CRS Al,12/2149:
clipping from Age, 25/1/11 reporting statement by
Fisher.

3.

Batchelor, quoted in Northern Territory Times, 14/3/11,
p. 3a.

4.

No. 1024 of 1910.

6.

the only piece of legislation passed by the parliament in
South Australia in the 48 years it controlled the Northern
Territory, "which had for its object the welfare of
Aborigines". 5 Its emphasis was on regulating the employment
of Aborigines by whites and excluding Asians from employing
them altogether (Sections 23-33), providing for the
declaration of reserves to which Aborigines could be
removed and from which unauthorised non-Aboriginals could
be excluded (13, 16-18), and keeping a check on miscegenation
(22).

The Chief Protector was made the legal guardian of

all Aboriginal and part-Aboriginal children under eighteen
years of age (9).
To effect this profusion of legislation, the Act
provided for the establishment of an Aboriginals Department
I

(Section 4).

Despite initial doubts about the wisdom of

setting up a "special" department for the oversight of
Aborig i nes 6 , the Commonwealth Government sought to fill five
positions:

Chief Protector of Aborigines, two Inspectors

of Aborigines, and two Assistant Medical Officers.

The new

department's first task, however, was not so much to
administer the Act, as to compile reports from which it was
hoped the Commonwealth might shape its own policy . 7 Towards
this end, Professor W. Baldwin Spencer was despatched to
the Territory in June 1911 to compile a report and make
suggestions of his own.
Spencer had established a reputation as one of
Australia's leading authorities in the field of Aboriginal
anthropology.

He came to Australia from England in 1887

to take up the newly-founded chair of biology at Melbourne
University.

From 1894 he conducted anthropological field-

work, mainly in central Australia in association with
5.

P.F. Donovan, A Land Full of Possibilities. A History
of South Australia's Northern Territory, (University of
Queensland Press, St. Lucia, 1981), p.185.

6.

AA CRS Al,12/2149: clipping from Age, 25/1/11
reporting statement by Fisher.

7.

AA CRS Al,11/110:
6/1/11.

Letter - Hunt to Basedow,

7.

F.J. Gillen, and by 1911 had published two books on his
findings. 8 After his visit to the Northern Territory on
behalf of the Commonwealth Government, Spencer returned in
1912 and stayed for almost a year before he submitted
another report in May 1913.

It was both a guide to future

action and a resume of the course upon which Aboriginal
policy had already been set by Spencer and others in the
Aboriginals Department since July 1911:

a product of

abstract theorising about the best means of promoting
Aboriginal welfare, tempered by the experience of imposing
a policy on real live Territorians. 9
A fundamental aspect of Spencer's policy, as it was
outlined in his report, was that "the mental and moral
characteristics of the aboriginals ... must be understood
and taken into account in the formulating of any scheme to
deal with them". 10 It needed to be recognised, for example,
that the Aborigines were a nomadic people, but that groups
bore a particular relationship to certain territory from
which it would be difficult to remove them while their
culture remained intact. 11 This concern for Aboriginal
culture was based not so much on a recognition of its
intrinsic worth, as on the belief that, on the whole,
Aborigines were not a malleable commodity that could be
pressed into any given shape or form.

Taking the indigenous

culture into account, the administrator would be in a better
position to effect what Spencer believed should be the aims
of government policy in the Territory:

to both preserve

and "uplift" the Aborigines, within the context of
European expansion.

(Spencer took pastoral and agricultural

development of the Territory to be a "given" factor
influencing the shape of Aboriginal policy.)
8.

Percival Serle, Dictionary of Australian Biography,
Vol. II, (Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1949), pp.347-50.

9.

Professor W. Baldwin Spencer, "Preliminary Report on
the Aboriginals of the Northern Territory", appended
to Northern Territory, Report of the Administrator for
the Year 1912, CPP no. 45, 1913, Vol. III, pp.36-52.

10.

Spencer, "Preliminary Report

11.

Spencer, "Preliminary Report

", p.36.
II

• • •

I

p.39.

8•

For the purposes of formulating policy, Spencer
divided Aborigines into two categories:

"(a) aboriginals

living in and around townships, and employed in the latter;
(b) those living more or less in their wild state, and
leading a nomad (sic) existence". 12 The recommended policy
for the latter group was to institute large reserves on
which the Aborigines' "betterment" might be effected
through the controlled transition from Aboriginal to
European culture, beyond concentrated white settlements.
In the case of Aborigines living in and about towns,
the indigenous culture was not considered to the same extent,
since Spencer thought that it had been largely debased and
neglected through contact with European civilisation.
Hence, the Aborigines could be removed from the degrading
influences of the towns into camps, and efforts made to
train them in the more virtuous ways of the white man.
This, then, was the basis of Government policy in
the Northern Territory after almost two years of investigating, administering and reporting.

The process had begun

in July 1911 when Herbert Basedow arrived in Darwin as the
Commonwealth's first appointee as Chief Protector and
Medical Inspector of Aborigines.

He was a very learned man

of just 29 years, with doctorates in philosophy, medicine
and surgery.

As a member of various scientific expeditions

to the north-west of South Australia, the west coast of the
Northern Territory and the Flinders Ranges, he had made
studies of several Aboriginal groups.

He resigned from

his position as assistant government geologist in South
Australia to take up his appointment in the Northern
Terri' t ory. 13
Basedow arrived in Darwin on 17 July 1911, taking
the reins from W.G. Stretton, a Territory resident for
forty years, who had held the unpaid position of Chief
12.

Spencer, "Preliminary Report ... ", p.48.

13.

Ian Harmstorf, "Herbert Basedow (1881-1933)", in
7 (Melbourne
University Press, Carlton, 1979), pp.202-203.
Australian Dictionary of Biography, Vol.

9•

Protector of Aborigines since 1908, as well as being
Harbour Master and sub-collector of customs.

In accordance

with instructions, Basedow and his staff immediately set
about "inquiring into the condition of the aborigines
scattered in and around Darwin". 14 Two assistant protectors
and an inspector were then sent inland while Basedow visited
the new Catholic mission station on Bathurst Island. 15
Amid this flurry of activity, Basedow became discontented
with his lot and resigned.

He sailed south on 30 August

after 45 days in the Territory.
Basedow had descended upon Darwin with the demeanour
of a sergeant-major sent to whip a lax and recalcitrant
garrison into shape.

Before arriving he had asked the

Acting Minister for External Affairs for permission to scar
Aborigines for identification purposes:

a "slight lesion

of the superficial skin", an area of one or two square
inches in an inconspicuous place.

He directed the Acting

Minister's attention to similar practices that were being
initiated in Germany to keep track of criminals.

When

permission was denied, Basedow rued that the efficiency of
his administration would be impaired:
The lack of absolute identification provokes
unfair treatment and criminal offences by white
men and others, and it quite precludes my idea
of keeping count of the employment and controlling
the banking accounts of aborigines ... the
Department will never be run on economic lines
..• 16
His striving for order was thwarted in Darwin as well.
Contrary to the notions he had had of his own position, he
was expected to communicate with the Minister responsible
for the Territory through the Acting Administrator in
Darwin, Mr Justice S.J. Mitchell.

There is no evidence of

animosity between Basedow and Mitchell, or that Mitchell
tried to interfere with the Chief Protector in his work,
14.

Northern Territory Times,

21/7/11, p.3c.

15.

Northern Territory Times,

11/8/11, p.3b, 18/8/11, p.3b.

16.

AA CRS Al,11/8705: Memo. - Basedow to Acting Minister,
6/5/11; Reply - 13/5/11; Basedow to Acting Secretary,
19/5/11.

10.
but

. d'ignan.
t 17
Base d ow was in

Also, there are indications

that the people of Darwin were not as pliant as he would
have liked.

He was responsible for enforcing Aboriginal

employment regulations where previously there had been none,
and the locals were not ready to co-operate meekly.

Both

he and Mitchell considered the Act to be "unworkable",
though the Acting Administrator also believed that Basedow
had been tactless when "very judicious administration for
[the] prevention of very serious trouble with people" was
. d . 18
require
Basedow left behind ideas for the "establishment of
an institution for the adequate housing, settlement,
employment and supervision of half-castes ... 1119 He noted
200 hectares of land with permanent water, soil suitable for
agricultural purposes, and timber for building, between
thirteen and fourteen kilometres from Darwin, and asked
that the area be declared an Aboriginal reserve.

("Half-

castes" were effectively Aborigines under the 1910 Act.)

He

envisaged that one white supervisor only would be necessary
for the institution, and that it would be self-supporting
within a few years.

The plan had Mitchell's support, and

after Basedow's resignation, it was shown to Spencer who
agreed that such an institution might be a good idea, but
thought that the suggested site was too close to Darwin, or
more precisely, one might presume, to the town's alleged
degrading influences. 20 There the plan lapsed.
When Basedow resigned, Baldwin Spencer was despatched
to the Territory for the second time, but before he
formally took up his appointment on 16 January 1912,
J.T. Beckett, Chief Inspector of Aborigines, t~mporarily
assumed the responsibilities of the Chief Protector.
17.

AA CRS Al,12/2149:

clippings from Argus, 1/9/11, 15/9/11.

18.

AA CRS Al,12/2149: telegram - Mitchell to Acting
Secretary, 19/8/11; minute - Mitchell to Minister,
21/8/11; Argus, 1/9/11.

19.

AA CRS Al,11/18824:
31/7/11.

Memo.

20.

AA CRS Al,11/18824:

passim.

Basedow to Acting Minister,

11.
Beckett claimed to have had experience of "handling"
Aborigines in Western Australia, New South Wales and Queensland since 1886, but not in any official capacity until he
was appointed to the Northern Territory service in 1911. 21
Like his predecessor, he encountered opposition in enforcing
the infamous Act, but none, apparently, to his plans for
the reorganisation of Darwin's native population.

For the

purposes of administration he divided it into two categories:
the regularly employed and the idle.
few problems.

The former presented

He found them to be generally contented and

well treated by employers, who complained of their "uselessness", yet relied heavily on their labour. 22 Beckett seems
to have thought that Aboriginal welfare depended upon their
adherence to the white man's ethics of employer-employee
relations.

He considered that, with a few exceptions, the

European employers were fulfilling their obligations, but
it concerned him that Aboriginal workers were not wholly
reliable.

They went "walkabout" without giving due notice,

and practis ed a form of "socialism" whereby goods earned by
workers were distributed amongst all and sundry, so that
"many ablebodied but shiftless people ...
i dleness".

[could] live in

These being his main worries so far as the

welfare of employed Aborigines was concerned, it is not
surprising that he encountered little opposition from
Darwin's whites.
Unemployed Aborigines required different treatment.
In their idleness they had fallen prey to the nefarious
influences of Chinatown:
a vicious association has been formed with
them by unscrupulous Asiatic people ... who
have debased the aboriginals by means of opium
and drink.23
Finding it difficult to cleave the races apart, due to the
21.

Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the
Northern Territory, Minutes of Evidence

(Government

Printer, Melbourne, 1920), Question 5090, p.177. A
copy of this document was kindly made available by
Dr Alan Powell.
22.
23.

AA CRS Al,12/10964:
29/7/11.
AA CRS Al,12/10964:
29/7/11.

Report - Beckett to Basedow,
Report - Beckett to Basedow,

12.
proximity of the Aborigines' camps to the town, Beckett
recommended that they be removed to reserves and trained
to breed remounts, till the soil, and raise stock, so that
one day they might be independent. 24
Meanwhile, Beckett was effecting less ambitious
schemes about Darwin for both employed and unemployed
Aborigines.

In December he reported that the Larrakia,

Woolner, Wargite and Alligator Rivers tribes had agreed to
leave their various abodes about the town and "camp in amity"
on a site adjoining the Botanical Gardens about two miles
25
out.
They also agreed, reported Beckett, to stay away
from the town at night and when not at work.

It was suggested

that the Government donate a few cases of iron for the
construction of new huts, but the plan seems to have involved
only the relocation and amalgamation of camps, without any
attempt at improving the physical state of the camp, or
imposing supervision.

The local paper was pleased with the

scheme: Lameroo Beach - the site of the old Larrakia camp could now be "cleaned up and transformed into a pleasant
recreation resort for sun-baked and weary townsfolk". 26
When Spencer arrived in the Territory in January
1912 he had more of an opportunity to influence the condition
of the Aborigines than any other individual.

Unlike Basedow,

he had no misconceptions about the position he would occupy.
He went with the full backing of the Government, 27 bearing
the title of "Special Commissioner and Chief Protector of
Aborigines", charged with the responsibility of presenting
a report that was expected to form the basis of official
government policy, and had been involved in the drafting
of the Aboriginals Ordinance 1911, 28 which came into force
24.

AA CRS Al,12/10964: Report - Beckett to Basedow, 29/7/11;
Report - Beckett to Mitchell, 8/12/11, pp.7-9.

25.

AA CRS Al,12/10964:
pp.9-10.

26.

Northern Territory Times,

27.

D.J. Mulvaney and J.H. Calaby, "So Much That Is New",
(Unpublished Manuscript), Ch. 15, kindly made available
by Professor Mulvaney.

28.

No. 16 of 1911.

Report - Beckett to Mitchell, 8/12/11,
8/12/11, p.3c.

13.
soon after he arrived in the Territory.

The Ordinance

augmented the Chief Protector's power of the Chief Protector,
enabling him to take any Aboriginal or part-Aboriginal into
custody if he considered it to be in their interests to do
so, or he could authorise a police officer to do so on his
behalf,

(sections 3.i, 5.i).

The grounds upon which the

Chief Protector could cancel licences to employ Aborigines
were extended, and the power to declare any place a prohibited area for Aborigines was vested in the Administrator
(8,9).

In short, the legislation was a means by which

government officials could further extend their control of
the interaction of Aborigines and other races.

Spencer's

influence was also assured by his close friendship with
both Mitchell, and his colleague from Melbourne University,
Dr J.A. Gilruth, who became the Territory's first Commonwealth-appointed Administrator in April 1912.

Spencer was

well satisfied with his position:
... I have a fairly free hand
I think is best.29

&

can do what

He was also unlike Basedow in that he was not put off by
the contrariness of local opinion.

In fact, he set about

effecting his plans for the betterment of his charges with
a stolid determination that was nourished by the niggling
opposition that came from most quarters.
In Spencer's opinion, the Chinese, and to a lesser
extent the Malays, about Darwin were the greatest obstacles
to the Aborigines' well-being:
Picturesque as they look I would like to deport
the whole lot of them because with their opium
& spirits they ruin the blacks & are doing no
good to the country.30
His power fell short of allowing him to effect quite so
29.

30.

W.B. Spencer Papers 9568, AIAS MS 71, Box 1, Item 5,
"Journal of first months of Spencer's residence in
N.T. during 1912", 24/1/12, p.13. Permission to cite
this material has been given by the Pitt Rivers
Museum, Oxford.
Spencer, "Journal ... 1912", 18/2/12, p.39;
see also
30/1/12, p.20, 7/2/12, p.28, 11/2/12, p.32; AA CRS
Al,12/10964: Report - Spencer to Minister, 17/1/12.
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<dr astic a scheme, so he settled for urging that Chinatown
lbe declared a prohibited area for all Aborigines.

This

,cane into effect in February, and within a week Spencer
,corsidered that he and his department had "certainly made
. Darwin
. II , 31 t h oug h h e was
a ch ange f or t h e b etter in
reEigned to having less than absolute control over contact
:between Aborigines and Chinese while the former continued
to live scattered around Darwin. 32
In the same month a petition signed by 27 Europeans ima i nly commercial and professional people - was presented,
asking that Section 24.iv of the Aboriginals Act, which
der.ied Chinese the right to employ Aborigines, be repealed.
A letter from a solicitor on behalf of three Chinese
storekeepers made the same request.

On Spencer's advice,
the Minister replied that the law would not be changed . 33
Numerous convictions were secured against Europeans
and Ma lays for f ailing to return licences, employing
Aborigines without a licence, and trespassing on Aboriginal
camps. 34 A further example of Spencer's determination to
exe cu t e hi s plans despite crit i cism was h is closure of the
Plymouth Bre t hren mission in the middle of Darwin.

When he

f irst arrive d he found that the mission had asked that land
about three kilometres from the town be reserved for its
use.

Mitchell had recommended that the request be denied,

one of the grounds being that the site was too close to
Darwin for an Aboriginal reserve .

The matter was referred

to Spencer, who visited the mission to make further
enquiries.

He was not pleased, finding work conducted there

"disultory and unorganised", education inadequate, and
discipline extremely lax.

Berry, the superintendent, was

told that the Aboriginal and part-Aboriginal inmates would
31.
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32.
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(Macmillan, London, 1928), p.627.

33.
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have to be educated at the local state school, though he
could continue to house and feed them.

Barry declined, and

the mission closed, much to the disgust of the editor of
the Northern Territory Times, who was proving to be one of
Spencer's most vociferous critics:
Of all the thousands of natives under their
charge, seventeen of the happiest and most
comfortably circumstanced were marked out as
almost the first victims of the harrassing
methods of their 'Protectors' .35
Under the pressure of criticism, Spencer remained firm, and
seemed to gain satisfaction from doing so.
One and a half miles north-west of the centre of
Darwin is a crescent-shaped beach adjoining Fanny Bay.

From

the beach there is a gentle rise of 200 yards to small
cliffs, beyond which the ground becomes level.

In 1912

the area was occupied by three Chinese gardeners who had
cleared some of the ground to grow fruit and vegetables,
and lived in simple abodes.
gardens.

Mango trees fringed the

Spencer came to this beach in January of that

year, and said that it would be a good place for an
36
Aboriginal compound.
His ideas had changed, apparently,
since November when he opposed Basedow's plan for a halfcastes' settlement over thirteen kilometres out on the
grounds that it was too close to the town. 37
· Beac h 38 was simi
· · 1 ar t o Bee k et t ' s
h
1 an f or Ka hl in
Tep
in that its purpose was to facilitate the closer supervision
of the Aborigines so that contact with the Chinese might
be eliminated.

Spencer's scheme was slightly different

though, in that he chose the site with a view to maintaining
the traditional camping arrangements of Larrakia people
(which is puzzling since he later wrote that they had "all
long since got beyond any traditional feeling 1139 ). Half
35.

Northern Territory Times,
Al,12/9487, passim.

12/4/12, p.2g;
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the tribe would live above the small cliffs, and half on
the beach.

Originally, the site was planned for the

Larrakia people only, and huts were built at a separate
place five kilometres from Darwin for the Alligator Rivers
Aborigines. 40 Also, Spencer had in mind a more ordered
arrangement, with huts to be made from stringybark and
corrogated iron, and a garden to be tended by all ablebodied Aborigines who weren't employed in the town.

Clean-

liness and order would be maintained by two or three "boys"
who would be appointed as "officers" of the compound and
given "some simple uniform as a mark of distinction 11 • 41
Access was to be restricted to Aborigines and department
officials.
The Chinese gardeners were evicted, and by June 1912
the piecemeal process of constructing the compound had
begun, with Aboriginal labour and European supervision. 42
When Spencer presented his report in May 1913 the place was
still "in course of formation", but half the Larrakia camp
had already moved in and gardening had commencea. 43
Throughout 1913 the compound took shape as a highly-ordered
village under the direction of W.G. Stretton, who had been
a popular choice as Spencer's successor as Chief Protector. 44
The ground was cleared and sixteen huts with wooden walls
and iron roofs were erected.

A storeroom, coach house,

fowl house, laundry and dormitories were built, and a bake
house was added later.

At the end of the year cultivation

consisted of "about fifty mango trees in full bearing, a
small banana plantation, and a few lemon trees 11 • 45 Spencer's
40.
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plan for a small Aboriginal force to police the compound
seems never to have materialised, and by the end of 1913
efforts were being made to move Aborigines from all camps
about Darwin to Kahlin Beach. 46
The Bishop of Carpentaria and two less distinguished
reverend gentlemen expressed their very great pleasure when
the school adjoining the compound for Aboriginal and partAboriginal children was officially opened on Wednesday,
29 October 1913.

There was much talk of turning points

and new eras and wise steps in the right direction, and the
pupils sang and recited.

It was sincerely hoped that the

children's religious and moral education would not be
neglected.

The more prosaic Stretton emphasised the other

side of their training:
During a residence of over 43 years among these
people, I am more than ever convinced that they
are capable of being led to a more intelligent
and useful life, and so become useful men and
women.47
There were nine Aborigines and sixteen part-Aborigines
enrolled when Stretton wrote his report for 1913. 48
If the degree of animosity inspired by the Aboriginals
Department is taken as a guide, then it might be concluded
that in three years the Commonwealth had effected revolutionary changes in its dealings with Darwin's Aborigines.
The Department of Aboriginal Affairs, that weird
and wonderful earliest creation of the Federal
Government's genius, has been at it again. The
staff fail utterly to recognise the fact ... that
their only hope of not doing something wrong is
to do nothing at all.49
The opposition which it appears to have encountered might
be over-estimated on two grounds.

Firstly, Chief Protectors

and other government officials had an interest in reporting
opposition to their work to superiors in the south because
46 .

Northern Territory, Report ... 1913, p.33.

47.
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48.
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it could be used as an explanation of a failure to carry
out plans as efficiently as expected, and as proof that
they really were effecting changes where, it had been
decided from the beginning, changes were necessary.
Secondly, Darwin's one newspaper was in the hands of a man
who was bitterly opposed to almost everything the Aboriginals
Department turned its hand to, and through his paper may
have exaggerated the extent of antagonism felt generally.
Still, the various complaints warrant analysis.
Most heat seems to have been generated by the
licensing requirements of the Aborigines Act, which is not
surprising since they were imposed where there had been
no previous regulation, and involved a degree of what must
have been irritating paper-work.

The Regulations under the

Aboriginals Act required the prospective employer to apply
in writing for a licence, giving particulars of himself,
of the work he had planned for the Aborigine, and of the
conditions and wages proposed.

The application had to be

accompanied by a certificate signed by a "police officer,
police constable, mining warden, justice of the peace or
Government official" verifying that the applicant was "a
fit and proper person to be licensed to employ aborigines".
A written request was required for the yearly renewal of
the licence, and the Chief Protector could demand a written
return of details concerning the Aborigines in one's employ
at any time. 50 It is understandable that such regulations
produced enmity.

But few licences were cancelled or denied,

and there is no evidence to suggest that the great majority
of Europeans who had employed Aborigines before 1911 did
not continue to do so after the Act came into force.

When

Spencer saw that the declaration of Chinatown as a
prohibited area for Aborigines would hamper European
employers, he introduced a system whereby Aboriginal
employees who were required to enter Cavenagh Street in
the course of their work could do so with the authority of
. 1 permi' t . 51
a specia
50.
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A second complaint voiced against the Aboriginals
Department was that the leading positions within it were
held by men from the south who were, it was claimed, autocratic and less able to deal with Aborigines than Territorians of experience. 52 The appointment of Stretton silenced
criticism on this point, and might be seen as a concession
to local opinion, especially since it had been insisted
that the Chief Protector be a qualified medical practitioner
when the position was first advertised in 1911.
had no formal qualifications.

Stretton

After he resigned in

February 1914 the full-time position of Chief Protector
was abolished.
One might also be led to believe that profound
changes were taking place in Darwin by the claims that, as
a result of policies pursued, the "natives" were becoming
"insolent, restless, dissatisfied, and less willing to
53
work than they were formerly".
The newspaper reported
that it had been rumoured that a directive had been issued
instructing all government departments to pay Aborigines
25 shillings per week, and that if this were so, then this
would be the cause of the problem.
groundless.

But the rumour was

In his report for 1913 Stretton stated the

conditions under which Aborigines were employed:
natives taken on permanently for Government
work must be housed, clothed, and fed, and paid
at least 2s.6d. per week, which amount is placed
in a trust account to the credit of each native.54
This is not likely to have enticed Aborigines away from
private employment where, the editor revealed, conditions
were "a few shillings a week with tobacco and food and an
occasional suit of clothes thrown in".

Perhaps he was

exaggerating here, and government standards of remuneration
did influence the labour market to some extent, but again,
it is unlikely that European society in Darwin incurred
52.
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any structural damage.
In the early years of its existence, the Kahlin
Beach Compound attracted criticism only when it was thought
not to be functioning as the Aboriginals Department hoped
it would. 55 There was no argument with the concept of the
compound, and there is little wonder.

It answered almost

every quibble ever expressed by Darwin's employers about
their labour-force.
Darwin up":

The compound would, in theory, "clean

Aborigines were to be removed from the streets

and fringes of the town, and their camps dismantled.

By

1918 the problem of employees going "walkabout" was formally
recognised:

under the Aboriginals Ordinance of that year

an Aborigine could be required to remain at the compound
by the Chief Protector. 56 Once Kahlin was functioning
properly, when an employer engaged an Aboriginal labourer,
that would be all that he would get.

He would no longer

face the situation such as confronted the Gilruths, as
related by their governess, Elsie Masson:
The Missis at last tells George [an Aboriginal
house-boy] he really must not go to any more
corroborees, whereupon George retaliates by
bringing the corroborees there. Suddenly there
is a burst of noise from the backyard, clapping
of hands, buzzing of bamboo pipes, and endless
chanting of a monotonous refrain varied by
shrieks of laughter ... George ... invites his
friends to spend the night, and next morning
in the backyard there are five sleeping blacks
under blue blankets instead of one.57
A further advantage which the compound offered was that,
while it was designed to keep unemployed Aborigines off the
streets, it would keep them close enough to constitute a
55.
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radily available pool of reserve labour to meet future
in:::reases in demand.

Schemes which involved moving all

uremployed Aborigines further from Darwin would not have
haJ this advantage, and the separation of workers from
treir families might have encouraged absenteeism.

Finally,

tre compound was to provide training in domestic and
irrlustrial arts at government expense, thereby increasing
tre value of Aboriginal labour.

It is doubtful that any

sc~eme could have been calculated to be of more benefit
to European employers in Darwin.

A measure of its amena-

bility to these interests can be gained from the fact that
it was anticipated in every detail by one Territorian months
before the Aboriginals Department existed, and by another
jus t as Basedow arrived in Darwin.

The first person, in

putting his ideas to the local newspaper, identified himself
as one who had "followed various callings in bush and town
f or many years", and had employed Aborigines .

His plan

miJht have been a blue print for Kahlin:
As regards Darwin ... I could purify that in
forty-eight hours, and have every lubra and
nigger conspicuous by their absence, except
those employed in clean, honest work by approved
persons. Every reputable person could command
efficient labour. The niggers should have a
nice roomy camp within a reasonable distance of
town, so that those at work could walk in and
out. Those not at work could be employed in
cultivating an acre or two of land, fencing in
their camp, in building suitable shelters, in
keeping their surroundings in a sanitary
condition, and in anything else that was
necessary. The Government would provide iron
and a small quantity of food.58
Behind the reports, the statements of resolve and
the often bitter criticism, little had changed in Darwin
so far as Aboriginal-European relations were concerned,
except that they had been "tidied up", formalised, and
given a stamp of official government approval.

Spencer

and others had observed Darwin, decided that the Aborigines'
best interests were not being served, and singled out the
Chinese population as the chief source of the degradation.
58.
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If those were the only considerations, then the obvious
course of action would have been to remove the Aborigines
from the Chinese altogether, especially since it was
assumed that the Aborigines were too corrupted to still
possess any attachment to their land.

Bathurst Island,

Escape Cliffs ... any number of sites might have been
chosen, and the problems of alcohol and opium dismissed
indefinitely.
But another factor came to be taken into account:
that in forty years the Aborigines had become firmly
enmeshed in the economic structure of the town.

To have

removed them might have ruined European businesses, and set
back hopes for the introduction of what was considered to
be the Territory's most desperately needed commodity:

the

white woman, since she could not survive in the tropics,
it was thought, without her coloured domestics.

Spencer

was confronted, not only with a town of irritated employers,
but also with a government which, above all else, wanted
to populate the Territory with white people.

To have

made the lives of those who were already there less
comfortable and dimmed the attractions of the Territory
for those who might be induced to settle, would surely have
been frowned upon.

This was the overriding consideration.

The Aborigines had to stay.

The only way left to

effect their betterment, it was considered, was to allow
them to take their place in Darwin's economy, but under
strict supervision;

that is, at the cost of their choice

to live in any other way.

Spencer was aware of the primacy

of "development" over the interests of those he had been
sent to protect, to the extent that he could write:
Natives should not be encouraged to come from
outside parts into ... compounds, but in view
of the scarcity of labour for domestic purposes,
it is probable that the numbers will have to be
replenished periodically.59
In the years that followed, two things from across
the world influenced the way the Aboriginal Department
regarded its charges in Darwin:

a meat company and a

world war.
59.
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DARWIN, 1914-1927

33 ..

In the years following Spencer's departure from
DJarwn

if someone created a public nuisance by allowing

mn a 1ir.al to stray in the town, then he would have to
mnswocto the Superintendent of the Kahlin Aboriginal
Compfil1d, since that official had also to undertake the
dlu ti<s of the keeper of the Darwin Pound. 1 That the person
char~t with supervising the lives of Aborigines was
ccms :dEred an appropriate official to keep stray animals
mff 1hE streets is indicative of the attitudes which underlay
the cdninistration of government policy concerning the
A

b>or:g:nes in Darwin from 1914 until at least 1927.
A sign that the Commonwealth Government's interest

i.n t~ Northern Territory in general was flagging appeared
i.n ecr ~y 1914 when, in pursuance of a "policy of economy in
r ega1d to the cost of administration", the services of the
ru irector of Lands, the Superintendent of Railways, the
rnsp Ec t or of Schools, and the Chief Protector of Aborigines
w;ere d ~spensed with.

The position of Director of Agricul-

ture was not refilled when the incumbent resigned, and the
Assi ct ant Railway Engineer was transferred to another post.
The tasks associated with these positions became additional

respcnsibilities for other officers already employed in the
Norther n Territory service. 2 Any chance of a revival of
interest for some time disappeared in August when war was
d ecl ared and the country's energies became firmly focussed
o n the other side of the world.

In the administrative

reshuf f le in Darwin, the responsibilities of the Chief
Protector of Aborigines had fallen upon the shoulders of
Henry Ernest Carey, the Government Secretary, who had
accompanied Gilruth to the Territory in 1912.

He had had

considerable experience in administration, but none in the
field of Aboriginal affairs, and alleged some time later
1.

Northern Territory, Report of Administrator, Year Ended
JO June, 1921, CPP no. 44, Vol. II, 1922, p.19.

2.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1914-15, p.5; Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T., 1920,
Minutes of Evidence, Q.12570, p.390.
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that he had done his "level best" not to be given the
position of Chief Protector. 3 When Carey left the
Northern Territory public service in September 1918,
R.J. Evans, who had been an accountant in Carey's office,
became Government Secretary and Chief Protector.

Evans

left the Territory in October 1919 and until 1927 control
of the Aboriginals Department passed into the hands of the
police.

N~cholas Waters, Inspector of Police, was Acting

Chief Protector until 1924 when the Commissioner of
Police, G.V. Dudley, took over the appointment.
it until 1927. 4

He held

For thirteen years from 1914, then, the Aboriginals
Department was run by people who held no particular brief
for the Aborigines, but were more concerned with smooth
administration and order.

While the Department was

subsumed within the Administrator's office, its personnel
were responsible at least as much for the development and
population of the Territory by whites as for the welfare
of the Aborigines.

Carey set the tone for the subsequent

approach at the beginning of his report as Chief' Protector
for 1915:
The record of the past year is rather that of
keeping in inexistence the organisation laid
down by Professor Spencer and Mr Stretton,
than attempting any new developrnent.5
The employment of Aborigines continued to be
regulated, and employers continued to complain, but had no
alternative labour supply to turn to.

In 1914 the "ladies

of the town" asked the Minister for External Affairs if
3.
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coloured labour might be imported, but the request was
denied on the grounds that it would contravene the White
Australia policy. 6 In 1918 the Superintendent of the
Kahlin Compound reported:
The demand for aboriginal labour has far exceeded
the supply available, and as a consequence higher
rates of wages than ever previously received have
been readily paid by employers.7
Other than in the regulation of employment, though,
the Chief Protector went to considerable lengths to ensure
that his Department did not unduly inconvenience the local
white population, which is paradoxical when one considers
the reputation that the Gilruth administration soon
acquired for aloofness and petty autocracy.

In October

1914 Carey chaired a public meeting at which the "aboriginal
problem from the employers' point of view was fully discussed11.8

He established a committee, consisting of members

of the general public, to make suggestions in regard to
the amendment of the Aboriginals Ordinance.

At least one

local resident saw the irony in the situation:
This is the more humorous when one remembers how
any suggestions of the old hands on the subject
of Aboriginals were flouted by the first appointees who came up from their exhaustive experience
of aboriginals in Melbourne and suburbs. It was
then considered impossible that any person with
any length of residence in the Territory could
know anything ... 9
When the minister responsible for the Territory, George
Foster Pearce, was in Darwin in 1923, he also responded to
what he saw as unsatisfactory methods of dealing with the
Aborigines in the town by having a committee of three
6.
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private citizens set up to look into and report on the
matter. 10
The concern to appease the local white population
is illustrated more graphically by the case of James
Beckett, whose views ran counter to the tacitly accepted
policy of not upsetting the status quo.

Carey accused him

of being "deficient in tact in dealing with white people
in regard to natives", and in response Beckett claimed:
... in dealing with aboriginal affairs, I have
always done what I considered the proper thing
in accordance with an Act of Parliament in
which the word 'tact' does not appear ... I am
a protector of aborigines, not a protector of
white people.11
In Spencer's view, his want of tact had been a slight,
incidental taint in an otherwise valuable officer, but to
Carey and others it was a serious impediment to the smooth
running of the Department, especially in its relations with
the Northern Territory police.

Though Beckett had been

satisfied with the treatment of working Aborigines in
Darwin, he still found much to complain of in the course
of his work, and made his views known.

In the bush he found

pol i cemen - ex offic i o Protectors of Aborigines - contradicting government policy:
Illegitimate procreation seemed to be made a
hobby, and half-caste children begotten by
Police Protectors of aboriginal mothers were
cast away, picked up by missions, or allowed
to roam with the tribes.12
He objected to the practice adopted by some Protectors of
"rehearsing" evidence with an Aborigine before a trial, and
in 1916 he laid charges against Robert MacDonald, Superintendent of the Darwin Compound, concerning the misappropriation
10.
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of stores intended for Aboriginal use, and cruelty to
Aborigines, but nothing came of the charges.

At one stage

Carey forbade Beckett to speak to Aborigines from the
compound unless in the presence of MacDonald, who was
Beckett's subordinate.

When Beckett returned from leave

in 1917, he found that Carey had granted a licence to an
Asian to employ Aborigines, contrary to the Aboriginals
Ordinance. He gave notice that he was going to prosecute
.
13
th e emp 1 oyer, an d was th en suspen d e d f rom th e service.
In May 1917 Gilruth's recommendation that the position of
Chief Inspector of Aborigines be abolished was accepted by
the Minister for Home and Territories "as a measure of
economy", and the Aboriginal Department's connection with
the last of its five original members of staff was severea. 14
Given that Aboriginal labour continued to be vital
to Darwin society, and that those charged with pursuing the
Aborigines' best interests were at least as concerned with
not jeopardising the hold that Europeans had on the area
by unduly antagonising the locals, greater control remained
the only means of dealing with problems that arose concerning
Darwin's Aboriginal and part-Aboriginal population.

The

strengthening of this emphasis on control is indicated by
the appointment of Waters and Dudley to the position of
Chief Protector, and by the fact that between 1915 and
1928, and again briefly in 1930 and 1932, the Superintendents
of the Kahlin Compound were drawn from the Northern Territory
police force. 15 This emphasis was also revealed in the
Aboriginal Department's handling of two circumstances
which demanded its attention between 1914 and 1927:

one

transitory, and the other increasingly endemic.
Territorians seem to have always held high hopes for
13.

Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T.,
1920, Minutes of Evidence, Q.5132-4, p.178, Q.2069,
p.78, Q.5152, p~79, Q.5113, p.178, Q.5120, p.178.

14.

Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T.,
1920, Minutes of Evidence, Q.6149, p.205, Q.8695,
p.273.
MacDonald (1915-25), Harold Giles (1925-28), Arthur
Sargeant (Acting Superintendent 1930), W.C. Littlejohn
(1932).

15.
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the future of their part of the world, despite everything
that had occurred in its past.

They were revived in July

1 914 when Vestey Brothers, a meat firm with interests in
the U.K. and Argentina, undertook to build a meatworks in
Darwin to the value of at least £100,000.

A contract was

signed with the Commonwealth Government which, amongst
other things, agreed to extend the railway from Pine Creek
t o Katherine to facilitate the transportation of stock to
t he works.

Largely as a result of these two enterprises,

t he Territory's non-Aboriginal population rose from 3,600
in 1913 to 4,800 in 1917, when the meatworks opened for
business, having cost over t900,000. 16 As early as 1915,
however, concern was being expressed about the prevalence
of venereal disease amongst the workers who had flooded in
from the south, and Aboriginal women through whom it was
transmitted.

A memorandum was prepared for the Minister

responsible for the Territory:
I think that, if it were publicly known that the
natives are in a far worse condition now than
when the Commonwealth took over the Territory
and that practically nothing was being done by
the Government to remove this evil, there would
be a serious public outcry.
The writer went on the express the fear that if workers
returned to the south as physical wrecks due to the effects
o f venereal disease, unknowing southerners would attribute

their condition to the apparently debilitating tropical
s

c l imate, and be di~uaded from migrating to the north .
... unless it is coped with in a strenuous
fashion, it is an evil which will do much to
prevent the satisfactory permanent settlement
of the Territory.17
16.

On Vesteys, see F.H. Bauer, Historical Geography of the
White Settlement in Part of Northern Australia: Part 2 Katherine-Darwin Region, (CSIRO, Division of Land

Research and Regional Survey Report No. 64/1, Canberra,
1964), pp.213-26. Population statistics from Commonwealth of Australia, Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia, (Government Printer, Melbourne),
No. 14 (1920), p.988, No. 24 (1931), p.424.
17 .

AA CRS Al,33/503: The copy of the memo. on file is
unsigned and undated, but its position in the file
suggests c. 1915. See also Northern Territory, Report
. . . 1914-15, p.6.
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Jirn Jauary 1916, following consultation with the architect
iarnd egineer in charge of meatworks construction, an
lAlboriinal Department report was submitted to the
lAcdmin strator which concluded that "the venereal trouble
,wcas bcoming such that very serious steps had to be taken
ttco del with it, and so keep decent workmen on the meat works
ccmnst uction". 18 With threats to the building of the works
,amd t .e settlement of the Territory looming, as well as
·tlhe p ospect of an outcry from groups in the south which
.imteristed themselves in Aboriginal welfare, the Aboriginals
IDEeparment in Darwin was stung into action.

A clinic was

~wene1 at the compound, and the prohibited area was extended
frrom cavenagh Street to include the whole of Darwin.

Thence-

f corth any Aborigine who was found anywhere in Darwin other
tlhan ,t the compound, unless he was lawfully employed, was
Liabl e to arrest.

Aborigines who had previously camped on

tlhe f ~inges of the town when visiting Darwin from outlying
d .istr.cts were required to camp at the compound. 19 Carey
e~pressed regret that reputable employers of Aborigines
might be inconvenienced by the expedient.

The Department

of Ex:ernal Affairs (from 1916 the Department of Home and
T•erri:ories) planned to frame legislation dealing specifically vith venereal disease, but this was deemed to be
u .nnec essary when the Aboriginals Ordinance of 1918 came into
effec : . 20 Under the Ordinance it became an offence for
a .n yone "except an aboriginal or half-caste not living with
his w~fe" habitually to consort with, keep as a mistress,
or un : awfully have carnal knowledge of, an Aboriginal or
ha l f- caste woman (section 53.i).
The meatworks did not reopen for the 1920 season,
and a:ter one season's operation as a boiling-down works
18.

Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T.,
1 9 20, Minutes of E v idence, Q.11626, p.360.

19.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1915-16/1916-17, pp.13,
45-6.

20.

AA CRS Al,33/503:
numerous letters from the Secretary,
External Affairs, to the Attorney General's Department
asking that legislation be drawn up, 1915-18.
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in 1925, closed for good.

Once more the Territory's non-

Aboriginal population began to ebb as workers returned to
the south, the health of the Aborigines improved, and when
the dust had cleared it seemed that everything had returned
to normal, except that for Aborigines, Darwin remained a
prohibited area.
By then another problem associated with contact
between the various races had arisen in the minds of the
administrators which was to preoccupy them at least until
the Second World War.

Since 1901 all Commonwealth Govern-

ments had been committed to the maintenance of "racial
purity" in Australia.

It was assumed by every section of

the white community that the presence of alien - and, by
implication, inferior - peoples not sharing or willing to
adopt British-Australian culture, alliances and material
standards of living, would be inimical to the future wellbeing of the country as a whole.

Concern was usually

directed at the prospects of immigration or invasion from
Asia, but in the Northern Territory in particular, the
progeny of Aboriginal women, and men of other races, was
also thought to represent a serious problem:
caste problem".

the "half-

That concern was usually expressed as an

interest in the welfare of the "half-castes" themselves
whom, it was thought, would emerge as a body of people
entitled and fitted to a life in European society by virtue
of their portion of non-Aboriginal blood, yet who would,
through association with full-blood Aborigines and ostracism
from white society, succumb to the "hereditary aboriginal
temperament••, 21 and be denied their birthright. The "problem"
was seen from a slightly different angle by Dr Cecil Cook,
Chief Protector of Aborigines from 1927.

He, and perhaps

others, saw it as lying not just in the existence of partAborigines, but in the co-existence of part-Aboriginal
women and men of "coloured alien blood".

The percentage of

Asian-born residents in the Northern Territory, though
falling, was still higher than in the rest of Australia,
21.

J.W. Bleakley, The Aborigines of Australia, Their
History - Their Habits - Their Assimilation, (Jacaranda
Press, Brisbane, 1961), p.314.
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,and h ey were almost all men.

22

In Darwin, part-Aboriginal

\wome tended to outnumber their male counterparts who
wsual y found work on stations.

Cook thought that these

ttwo ~ements of the population - Asian men and partlAborg : nal women - could create "a position of incalculable
ff utue menace to purity of race in tropical Australia".
If this excess [of part-Aboriginal women over
part-Aboriginal men] is permitted to mate with
alien blood, the future to this country may very
well be doomed to disaster.23
Whichever of these two views was taken of"half-castes",
the cb\"ious solution to the "problem" was to prevent
A\.borB i nes and part-Aborigines from consorting with other
race~, and with Asians in particular.

This was the funda-

menttl aspect of the Commonwealth's policy concerning partA\.bor ~i nes in the Northern Territory from the beginning.
Towarls this end, the Aboriginals Act of 1910 had made it
an o ff ence for all but authorised persons to be within five
c hairs of a place where Aborigines or part-Aboriginal women
were c amped, and made the marriage of Aboriginal women to
a nyore other than an Aborigine subject to the consent of
P ro toctors authorised by the Minister to grant permission
in s ~ch cases (sections 42,22).

The second string of the

Cornrncnwealth's policy was to gather up all illegitimate
p art-Aboriginal children living in Aboriginal camps and
place them in institutions.

There, according to the first

view of the problem, they could be educated so as to reap
the benefits of the heritage, to which their portion of
"wh i ~" blood fitted them, or, according to the second view,
they could be "protected" from coloured aliens and raised
to su~h a level that they might be married off to approved
22.

I n June 1933 283 (8.4%) cf rhe 3,378 males in the
Te rritory were Asian-born, but there were just 29
Asian-born females:
Commonwealth of Australia, Census
of the Commonwealth of Australia, 30th June 1933,
statistician's Report, (Government Printer, Canberra,

n.d.),p.79.
23.

AA CRS Al,36/6595:
Letter - Cook to the Rev. W. Morley
(Hon. Sec., Association for the Protection of Native
Races), 28/4/31;
see also Northern Territory,
Administrator's Report

for the Year Ended 30 June 1933

CPP no. 203, Vol. III, 1932-4, p.7.
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whites, "thereby gradually eliminating colour and reducing
one con:ributory factor in the breeding of half-castes 24
11 •

Those i1 the north of the Territory were sent to Kahlin
where, ~ntil 1923, they were accommodated and educated
along wLth the full-blood Aboriginal inmates.
:rom 1911 until the early 'twenties the Administrators'

,a nd Chi~f Protectors' annual reports reveal a growing
concern for the part-Aboriginal population due, perhaps to
the tro1bles surrounding the meatworks, and their increasing
numbers in Darwin.

Between April 1911 and March 1926 the

town's ?art-Aboriginal population rose from 58 to 134, of
25
whom 98 were under 21 years of age.
The Aboriginals
Ordinan~e of 1918 went further than the previous Ordinance
in dealing with the mixing of races.

Section 53, referred

to abov2, was aimed at curbing promiscuous contact between
Aboriginal and part-Aboriginal women, and men of other
races.

The Ordinance also contained a broadening of the

definition of "Aboriginal" to include all female partAborigines except those "legally married to a person who is
substantially of European origin or descent and living with
her husband",

(section 3.e).

All others became subject to

the requirement that the marriage of all "Aboriginal" women
be subject to Ministerial approval, (section 45) . 26 But
such legal expedients could only go so far.

In 1922 the

Administrator, F.C. Urquhart, wrote:
I can conceive of no legislation less drastic
than such as would be intolerable to any
Australian community that would be effective in
putting an end to the present prevailing
miscegenation, and since this cannot be stopped
it only remains to do the best that is possible
for the unfortunate products of it.27
24.

AA CRS Al,36/6595:

25.

AA CRS Al,11/16191; AA CRS Al,26/5350:
castes and quadroons, March 1926.

26.

Previously, part-Aboriginal women had been classed as
Aborigines only if they lived with an Aborigine as
wife, habitually consorted with Aborigines, or were
under 16 years of age: Northern Territory Aboriginals
Act 1910, Sec. 3.i.
Northern Territory, Report of Administrator, Year
Ended 30 June 1922, CPP no. 14, Vol. IV, 1923-4, p.8.

27.

Letter - Cook to Morley, 28/4/31.
Census, half-
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In pursuance of this goal, it was proposed in 1923 that
those "unfortunate products" who were living at the compound
be removed to the Methodist Mission at Goulburn Island.
However, "there was loud opposition from a section of the
community", and nothing came of the scheme. 28 The Acting
Chief Protector from 1920 to 1924, Inspector Waters,
suggested several times that part-Aborigines be taken to
d b ut no sue h ac t·ion was ta k en. 29 Between
Me 1 vi·11 e Is 1 an,
1925 and 1927 the Reverend H.E. Warren of the Church
Missionary Society's Groote Eylandt Mission made a number
of offers to relieve the Administration of the care of
Darwin part-Aborigines, but again, to no avai1. 30 The main
objection to all these proposals was that Aboriginal and
part-Aboriginal labour was as vital to the European population
as it had ever been.

R.H. Weddell, the Government Resident,

listed amongst his objections to the C.M.S. scheme in 1927:
The girls are practically the only efficient
31
domestic help available to white women in Darwin.
He also mentioned that the part-Aborigina~ boys made
excellent stockmen and needed to be available to commence an
early apprenticeship on stations, an opportunity which he
believed would not be available to them if they were moved
to Groote Eylandt.

It is a measure of the importance of

this labour to Darwin, and of the Administration's determination not to imperil white settlement in the north, that
part-Aboriginal women were not removed from the town despite
the risks which this entailed for the White Australia policy.
Given that the part-Aborigines had to remain in the
midst of temptation, the growing concern for their virtue
28.

AA CRS A659, 39/1/15580: Memo. - Urquhart to Sec.
(Home & Territories), 13/12/23; Northern Territory,
Report of Administrator, Year Ended 30 June, 1923, CPP
no. 71, Vol. IV, 1923-4, p.7.

29.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1921, p.18; Report ...
1922, p.9; Report ... 1923, p.7.

30.

AA CRS A659, 39/1/15580: Memo. - unsigned, 18/8/25;
letter - Rev. E.A. Chambers (CMS) to Minister (Horne &
Territories), 26/2/27. AA CRS Al,34/7281: Memo. "H.A.B.", 26/6/28.

31.

AA CRS A659, 39/1/15580: Letter - Weddell to Sec.
(Home & Territories), 3/5/27.
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and their "betterment" could only be answered by making
special, stricter arrangements for them:

effective control
within the compound had been found to be impossible. 32 The
committee that Senator Pearce had arranged to be set up
to investigate the handling of Aborigines and partAborigines in Darwin recommended that "half-castes of
both sexes ... be placed in a Compound within an easy
distance of Darwin and remain there until they attain the
age of 14 years ... 33 In October 1923 about twenty part11 •

Aboriginal girls were moved from the compound to a house
about one hundred yards away, adjoining the residence of
the Compound Superintendent.
Half-caste Horne.

This became known as the

The Administrator justified the move on

the grounds that, removed from the company of full-blood
Aborigines, the girls would be better able to "appreciate
what a clear. and tidy house is".

However, the main reason

for the change seems to have been to keep a closer eye on
the inmates:
... the morals of these girls are much better
cared for in such a house along-side the
Protector and his wife where they are under
very close supervision.34
The Administrator noted two months after the move:
... the improvement in the general health and
appearance of the girls is quite remarkable and
the 'brothel' legend is now not heard.35
The problems encountered by the administrators and
policemen who ran the Aboriginals Department between 1914
and 1927 were not of the sort which had engaged Spencer in
1912.

Spencer defined the circumstances he met as problems

according to the extent that they were detrimental to what
he saw as being the best interests of the Aborigines.

The

problems of 1914-27 were defined as such, not so much
32.

Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T.,
1920, Minutes of Evidence, Q.11970, 11972, p.372.

33.

AA CRS A452,52/284:
"Darwin Aboriginal Compound
Inquiry", 19/7/23, p.3.

34.

AA CRS A659,39/l/l5580:
Territories), 10/12/23.

Urquhart to Sec.

(Horne

&

35.

AA CRS A659,39/1/15580:
Territories), 13/12/23.

Urquhart to Sec.

(Horne

&
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because of their effects on Aborigines, but because they
pwtt at risk the type of society that Federal Governments
werre trying to build in the north.

It is doubtful that

tbe prevalence of venereal disease amongst Darwin Aborig-nes
bettween 1915 and 1920 would have been considered a probl?m
to the extent that it was had it not jeopardised meatwor: s
comstruction, or that the plight of part-Aborigines woull
hawe received the attention it did, had their existence
nott run counter to a major and persistent aspect of natimal
poliicy.

But whatever the motives for singling out these

Cli ~cumstances for special attention, the administrators
found, just as Spencer had done, that the maintenance of
the Aboriginal labour-supply to the white community had :.o
be the overriding consideration, and that, as a conseque1ce,
the only means of effecting changes was to increase contcol.
Thus, by 1927, those who were defined as Aborigines had Jeen
e~cluded from Darwin, and part-Aboriginal women in parti:ular
found their lives increasingly being directed by a pater1 alirstic administration.

38.
KARLIN, THE HALF-CASTE HOME, AND
THE ABORIGINAL RESPONSE
For 25 years the Kahlin Beach Aboriginal Compound
s 'tood on the edge of Darwin:
y Ee t

an integral part of the town,

r~mote, issuing the guttural pulse and rhythmic click-

c :lick of the dijeridoo and clap-sticks across the night to
t lhe g)vernment residences on Myilly Point.
r ,a he~ less exotic:

By day it was

a collection of stark whitewashed huts

a .11 i1 a row, on ground cleared of all vegetation, surrounded
by ba~bed-wire fence.

On the beach itself were a few

h1umpL~s made of scrap iron.

New building ceased in the

e ,a r ly 'twenties when the future of the compound at its
K,ahli1 Beach site was thrown into doubt.

In 1922 a

P,arlilltlentary Sectional Committee recommended that the
c ~ mpoand "be closed at once, and the natives provided for
i n a ?Osition distant from the town".

In the following

ye a r ~he committee set up on Pearce's advice suggested
a new site near Fanny Bay gaol, because it believed that at
i ts o l d site the compound endangered the health of the
residents at nearby Myilly Point.
did not

However, the Administrator

support the committee's recommendations as he did

not t i ink its complaints valid, and the compound remained
at Kahlin Beach until 1938. 1
A fundamental principle governing the running of the
compound was that, apart from children and the "old and
in f irm", no Aborigine would receive rations except in
re t urn for his labour.

Those who were not engaged by

pr i vate employers were set to work destroying noxious weeds
on Crown lands, labou ring at the Botanical Gardens, or
clearing, tending the vegetable gardens and cutting wood
at the compound.
1.

In efforts to make the place self-

Australia, Report by Sectional Committee of Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works on Various Matters
Appertaining to the Territory, other than the Proposed
North-South Railway, CPP no. 65, Vol. II, 1922, p.4;

AA CRS A452,52/2 8 4:
"Darwin Aboriginal Compound
Inquiry", 19/7/2 3 , p.2; Urquhart to Sec. (Home &
Territories), 4/ 7 /23.
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42supporting, the government stables were taken over in 1917,
and by 1924 the hospital was being supplied with vegetables
and with fish caught in traps set up on Kahlin Beach.
Fire-wood was supplied to the hospital, Government House
and the Police Department, and iron water-tanks were
constructed for sale.

Poultry, goats and milking cows

were acquired, and from 1925 convalescent patients at the
clinic were expected to perform menial chores in order to
reduce costs further. 2
When they were not worrying about making the compound
pay for itself, the basic approach of those in charge was to
maintain order, and to instil the principle of the labour
contract.

Beyond this, the full-blood Aboriginal inmates

were left to sort out their relationship with the white
man's society for themselves.

Nine of the original 25

pupils at the Kahlin school were Aborigines, but within a
few years formal education was comfined almost exclusively
to part-Aboriginal children, and mainly girls. 3 There was
no attempt to regulate the morality of the inmates amongst
themselves:

"the girls live[d] in the huts with their
'sweethearts"1 • 4 Aborigines who made Kahlin their home only

in the Wet were not prevented from returning to their
country in the Dry, even when this left the town short of
labour, as happened in 1927. 5
Aborigines who spent at least a part of each year in
2.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1914-15, p.25; Report .. .
1915-16/16-17, p.52;
Report ... 1918, p.45;
Report .. .
1921, p.20;
Report ... 1924, p.8;
Report of
Administrator, Year Ended 30 June 1925, CPP no. 27, Vol.
II, 1926-28, pp.13-14.

3.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1913, p.32; Report ..•
1914 - 15, p.25;
Report ... 1921, p.19.
Xavier Herbert
has suggested that full-blood Aborigines did not receive
education because they did not want it (pers. comm.).
There would have been language difficulties as well,
and problems with those who spent only the Wet season
in Darwin.

4.

Australia, The Aboriginals and Half-Castes of Central
Australia and North Australia.
Report by J.W. Bleakley,
Chief Protector of Aborigines, Queensland, 1928, CPP no.

21, 1929, p.13.
5.

Australia, Report on the Administration of the Northern
Territory

for the Period 1 July 1926 to 28 February 1927,

43.

Darwin became increasingly dependent upon the goods they
obtained there.

As time went on Darwin loomed as a larger

and larger factor shaping their lives.

When Herbert was

Acting Superintendent of Kahlin in 1935, some old people
of the Wagaitj, Malakmalak and Kungarakany groups often
expressed a desire to return to their own country, so he
gave them rations and took them to go:
About a month later ... they turned up again
and I said 'What is the matter with you?' and
one of the old ladies ... said 'Me hungry'.
Talking to them, this was the point, that things
had changed.
I said to them 'There's plenty of
tucker there' because I had been there myself,
but the hunting system, the nomadic hunting
system, had changed. These people for so long
had had a white man's economy backing them that
they could only go back to their own country
on walkabout.6
While Aborigines were becoming more dependent, they
nevertheless continued to assimilate only those aspects of
the alien culture which they chose to, and resisted the
aspects which the Aboriginals Department had decided were
good for them.

The offences for which they were most often

convicted were being in prohibited areas, drunkenness and
opium smoking, which indicates that control in these areas
continued to be challenged. 7 Efforts to curtail
prostitution and the traffic in alcohol and opium, and to
instil regular work habits were singularly unsuccessful.
In 1923 a Darwin resident complained that Aboriginal workers
were "a law unto themselves.

If they want to go they go. 11

8
•

and on the Administration of the Territory of North
Australia, 1 March 1927 to 30 June 1927, 1926-29,

6.

p.12.
Australia, Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory)
Act 1976. re Finniss River Vacant Crown Land Claim.
Transcript of Proceedings Before His Honour Mr Justice
Toohey Aboriginal Land Commissioner At Darwin on Monday,
25 August 1980, at 10.10 am, pp.546-7.

7.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1918, p.44; Report ...
1920, p.65; Report ... 1926-27, p.11; Report on the
Administration of North Australia, Year Ended 30 June
1929, CPP no. 50, Vol. IV, 1929-31, p.9; Report on the
Administration of North Australia, Year Ended 30 June
1930, CPP no. 216, Vol IV, 1929-31, p.7.

8.

AA CRS A452,52/284: "Darwin Aboriginal Compound Inquiry",
Minutes of Evidence, p.17;
see also p.46.

44.

There was an air of

deja

vu about freelance journalist

Jenny Litchfield's comments in 1933:
The average working black ... stays with you as
long as it suits him to, and then, goes 'bush'
when he feels inclined, and you cannot compel
him to remain one day longer than he wants to.
Meanwhile, a whole crowd of blacks, who will
not work, who will not remain in the Compound,
but who will hang round the vacant allotments
of Darwin, and will sell their wives to the
Chinese for grog and opium-ash, run wild about
the place ... 9
Despite the declaration of the whole of Darwin as a
prohibited area, many Aborigines continued to occupy
peripheral camps. 10 The Aborigines of the Cox Peninsula
region contrived to evade the lawful order of things
altogether by exploiting the Chinese population's demand
for labour and women.

When it suited the Aborigines, they

would paddle across from the West Arm of Port Darwin to
camps hidden amongst the mangroves on Francis Bay, adjacent
to the town.

They would stay there, working for the

Chinese, until they chose to return to a more traditional
way of life, when they would be paid off in flour, tea,
sugar, turkey twill, and probably opium-ash, grog and
tobacco.

Herbert estimates that this alternative labour-

supply consisted of "a hundred or a couple of hundred
Aboriginal people, men and women":
supply operating from the compound.

about equal to the
11

The circumstances of part-Aborigines, and partAboriginal women in particular, were markedly different
from those of other inmates of the compound, and require
separate attention.
9.

As noted previously, the general policy

Letter - J.S. Litchfield to H.C.
AA CRS Al,38/23077:
Brown (Sec. Dept. of the Interior), 21/12/33.

10.

"Darwin Aboriginal Compound Inquiry",
AA CRS A452,52/284:
Report, p.2, Minutes of Evidence, pp.6,41,67,97.

11.

Australia, Finniss River ... Land Claim, Transcript of
Evidence, 1980, pp.527-8; see also W.E. Harney, North
of 23°, Ramblings in Northern Australia, (Australasian
Publishing, Sydney, n.d.), pp.182-3; Xavier Herbert,
Poor Fellow My Country, (Collins, Sydney, 1975), pp.
338-9. Dr Herbert has attested to the historical
authenticity of his work (pers. comm.).
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in regard to part-Aborigines was to "elevate" them to a
level where they might take a place in European society,
and in the meantime to guard the chastity of the women.
Part-Aboriginal boys received relatively little attention,
probably because no matter how well educated or mannered
they were, there was no hope of marrying them off to white
women.

Their lot was usually an early apprenticeship on a

cattle station, or sometimes a labouring job in Darwin.
From 1923 girls were accommodated (along with a few young
boys) at the Half-caste Home in Schultz Street at least
until the age of fourteen.

The house was the same size as

the compound Superintendent's, having three rooms, plus a
bathroom, pantry and a linen-room partitioned off within
the verandah which surrounded the house.
the building.

A kitchen adjoined

The occupation of the house was meant to be

a temporary expedient until more suitable accommodation
could be obtained.

Complaints about the inadequacy of the

place were frequent, but funds could not be found to purchase
another, and the house was not evacuated until 1939.

There

were 37 inmates in 1927 and sixty by 1930, but only twelve
beds, and 36 sets of utensils so that the children had to
12
dine in relays.
On the verandah schooling was conducted
in accordance with the state school curriculum.

In 1931

the Schools Inspector found the children to be much the
same as pupils everywhere, under the eye of a stranger:
The children are bright and docile and quite
well-behaved ... They are industrious at
Reading and Spelling when set to do this work
12.

Bulletin, 18/12/29, p.8; AA CRS A659,39/l/15580:
Letter - Hon. Sec. A.P.N.R. to Minister (Home & Territories), 17/6/30; reply, 30/7/30. Bleakley suggests that
there were 76 inmates at the home in 1929, but he was
probably including the inmates of the separate Adult
Half-caste Women's Dormitory in his calculations:
Australia, The Aboriginals and Half-Castes of Central
Australia and North Australia.
Report by J.W. Bleakley,
1928, p. 14.
Herbert claims that there were 120 inmates,
but doesn't specify when this was: Australia, Finniss
River ... Land Claim, Transcript of Evidence, 1980,
p. 531.
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silently, and they are attentive to the teacher
when under instruction. At other times they are
a little talkative.13
Girls were also trained in "household cleanliness, tidiness,
ironing, washing, culinary duties, cooking, sewing [and]
· ·
mac h 1n1ng
. 14 From t h e age o f f our t een or f.1 f teen t h ey
11

were employed as domestic servants in approved Darwin
households.
at the home.

The girls preferred outside employment to life
However, if they contracted venereal disease,

became pregnant, or needed to be "placed under discipline",
they were returned to the Adult Half-caste Women's Dormitory,
which was a collection of huts fenced off within the
compound.

The inmates of this place worked, within the
dormitory, as laundresses and searnstresses. 15
A popular form of entertainment for Aborigines and
part-Aborigines who could obtain the necessary permits, was
the weekly visit to the cinema.

They were prevented from

viewing "films likely to lower respect for the white races
(particularly white women), or to adversely affect their
rnorality 11 • 16 Otherwise, part-Aboriginal women were only
13.

AA CRS Al,37/1544:
"Report of Inspection of Kahlin
Half-Caste School", inspected 10/11/31. Some evidence
on the Half-caste Horne is drawn from the 'thirties.
The period under review ends in 1927, but conditions at
the home did not change significantly in the time it
operated.

14.

AA CRS A659,39/l/15580:
Territories), 10/12/23.

15.

AA CRS A659,39/l/15580: Report - Cook to Weddell,
27/11/36; AA CRS Fl,38/366: Report - Herbert to Cook,
22/5/36, Thanks are due to Michaela Richards for obtaining
a copy of this file; Australia, Finniss River ... Land
Claim, Transcript of Evidence, 1980, p.530; Herbert,
Poor Fellow My Country, pp.225-6.

16.

AA CRS Al,34/4654: A. Blakeley (Min. for Horne Affairs) "Statement Regarding Action Taken By The Commonwealth
Government For The Welfare Of Aboriginals In North
Australia ... ", 8/7/30, p.3. See also AA CRS Al,49/2256:
Memo. - Cook to Weddell, 4/8/31, in which Cook complains
that a film has been passed by the Commonwealth Film
Censor as "suitable for exhibition to Native Races" in
which "a white man in the person of a missionary was
portrayed as a highly undesireable character, and was
subsequently assaulted and thrown overboard from a boat
by a coloured man, who was presented as the hero".

Urquhart to Sec.

(Horne

&

allowed to be outside the home or compound to attend church
services and "sports meetings". 1 7 'rhe only means of leaving
the home altogether, apart from gaining permanent employment,
was to marry a "suitable" white man.
had to approve of the suitor.

The Chief Protector

Herbert claims that men were

offered government jobs in return for marrying women from
the Half-caste Home. 18
It is difficult to assess the response of all partAboriginal women to their upbringing at these institutions,
since most of those who went out into the wider society
moved beyond the historian's gaze.

A few people interviewed

by the committee looking into matter s pe rtaining to the
compound in 1923 expressed satisfaction with their partAboriginal domestics. 19 But the response of those who
remained in the Half-caste Home and Kahlin Compound is more
fully documented.

Xavier Herbert visited the compound in

1927 and returned in 1935 as Acting Superintendent.

He has

emphasis ed the part-Aboriginal women's "docile acceptance"
of those in authority over them. 20 If this was the case
then it might be explained by the conceptual and practical
barriers that bore on the inmates.

Most of the women and

girls had known nothing else, and could hardly have formed
ideas of a radically different order of things on which to
base coherent protest.

Also, it would have been futile to

dissent persistently, and could only have made life more
difficult for the rebellious, resulting in increased
discipline and the revocation of "privileges" such as
passes to the cinema.
But on top of Herbert's emphasis on the women's
"docile acceptance'', there is substantial evidence that
they were not being cast in the form pl anned for them by the
17.

AA CRS A659,39/l/15580: Report - Cook to Weddell,
30/6/36; AA CRS Fl,38/366: Report - Herbert to Cook,
22/5/36.

18.

Australia, Finniss River . . . Land Clai m, Transcript of
Evidence, 1980, p.539.

19.

AA CRS A452,52/284:
"Darwin Aboriginal Compound Inquiry",
Minutes of Evidence, pp .5,17,72, 87.

20.

Herbert, Poor Fellow My Country, p.2 28.
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Aboriginals Department.

Herbert himself has said of the

"cross-bred people'' in the institutions:
... some of them were very tense and hostile
people and they were rather difficult to deal
with. 21
The aspect of their behaviour which emerges repeatedly from
the evidence is the women's sexual promiscuity.
flagrantly contradicted government policy.

This

In 1923 the

Government Secretary in Darwin wrote:
It is customary for the girls to remain at
service in homes for about six months and then
of necessity return to Mrs Macdonald [Matron
of the Half-caste Home] pregnant.22
Cecil Cook reported in 1927:
Of eight girls at present in the Horne, of an
age 15 to 20 years, ... six are under treatment
for venereal disease of long standing, two have
recently given birth to babies of uncertain
paternity, and two are at present pregnant.23
A Darwin woman attributed this situation to the fact that
the progeny of the inmates was maintained by the government
at no expense to the mother.
inadequate explanation.

24

This, in itself, seems an

One should also consider the fact

that non-Aboriginal men continued to outnumber nonAboriginal women in the Territory, and money earned by the
part-Aboriginal women through prostitution was theirs to
spend as they chose, whereas money acquired through legitimate
channels could only be withdarwn from the Aboriginal Trust
Fund Account with official approval.
A full explanation of the women's promiscuity, and
defiance in general, would have to include consideration of
the psychological effects of their particular ' upbringing.
Being forcibly taken from their mothers, placed in a strange
environment where their innate inferiority was assumed,
21.

Australia, Finniss River ... Land Claim, Transcript of
Evidence, 1980, p.535.

22.

AA CRS A452,52/284: Memo. - Government Sec. to Sec.
(Home & Territories), 5/4/23.

23.

AA CRS A659,39/1/15580:

24.

Bulletin, 18/12/29, p.8.

Memo. - Cook to Weddell, 3/10/27.
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and having any Aboriginal identity they may have acquired
denied, they could hardly have developed in a healthy,
balanced way.

Discipline and routine were enough to

produce the contented, chaste, efficient workers that the
administration had hoped for.

50.
5.

OENPELLI, TO 1912
Two hundred and fifty kilometres east of the mean,

sleepy town of Darwin there was, in 1911, one of the last
frontiers of white settlement in Australia.

The Alligator

Rivers region on the verge of Arnhem Land had proven
impervious to permanent settlement by Europeans.

Various

explorers traversed the region, and by 1881 the whole of the
area was leased, but there was no settlement nearer than the
Adelaide River, where three stations were established in the
late 'seventies and early 'eighties. 1 Maurice Holtze, the
government gardener, visited the Alligator Rivers at the
end of the Dry season in 1885 and thought that rice might
be grown profitably on the plains adjoining the rivers, but
the Senior Surveyor of the Lands Department disagreed,
considering that the area was not suitable for any form of
cultivation. 2 In 1898, oPe who had been in the area longer
than any other European wrote, of anyone intending to stock
the country with cattle:
... if they do so they must be slightly gone in
the top storey. This country will never support
stock successfully.3
He thought that buffalo flies, marsh flies and mosquitoes
would put an end to pastoral aspirations.

Permanent settle-

ment on the Alligator Rivers then, was at best a very
doubtful proposition.
However, the Aborigines of western Arnhem Land had
been in contact with alien races on the fringes of their
1.

"Glencoe" (1879), "Beatrice Hills" (1882), "Marrakai"
(1882): Ross Duncan, The Northern Territory Pastoral
Industry, 1863-1910, (Melbourne University Press,
Melbourne, 1967), p.3; Bauer, Historical Geography,
p.112.

2.

G. Barker, "Alligator Rivers Region - Historical Sketch
To World War II", (Unpublished typescript, 1978), AIAS
MS 1152, p.7; AA CRS A1640,85/1251: Report - Holtze to
Parsons, 23/10/1885; AA CRS Al640,85/1257.

3.

[Paddy Cahill], Northern Territory Times, 23/12/98,
p.3d.

country for many years.

Macassons visited the coast to

the north in search of trepang for about two hundred years
until 1907, and there is evidence of direct contact between
them and the Aborigines of the Alligator Rivers. 4 By 1845
contact had been made with the British settlement at
Port Essington on the Cobourg Peninsula, and language and
odd goods, such as tomahawks and clothing, acquired. 5
From the late 1860s there were attractions to the
west to entice Aborigines further afield.

In 1881 the

Northern Territory Times contained a complaint about the
"annual visitation'' to Darwin of Aborigines from the
Adelaide and Alligator Rivers, 6 and by 1909 they had made
contact with the gold-fields to the south:
During the wet season they will migrate from
their hunting grounds on the rivers and go into
the small mining settlements ... They take
their young female children with them, and these
are bartered for opium, square gin, tobacco, or
provisions.7
With the drift of Aborigines to the west, and also the
insinuation of diseases into the region, 8 depopulation and
detribalisation were well under way in western Arnhem Land
by 1911.
4.

C.C. Macknight, The Voyage to Marege', Macassan Trepangers
in Northern Australia, (Melbourne University Press,
Melbourne, 1976), pp.93-99; Searcy, In Australian Tropics,
p.72; Charles P. Mountford, Records of the AmericanAustralian Scientific Expedition to Arnhem Land, Vol. I:
Art, Myth and Symbolism, (Melbourne University Press,

Melbourne, 1956), p.175; Ronald M. Berndt and Catherine
H. Berndt, Arnhem Land, Its History And Its People,
(Cheshire, Melbourne, 1954), p.77.
5.

Dr Ludwig Leichhardt, Journal of an Overland Expedition
in Australia, from Moreton Bay to Port Essington, a
Distance of Upwards of 3000 Miles, During the Years,
1884-1845, (T. & W. Boone, London, 1847; Facsimile

Edition, Libraries Board of South Australia, Adelaide,
1964), pp.492,502-3,518-19. Goods may have been acquired
directly or from coastal Aborigines through the ceremonial
exchange cycle: C.C. Macknight, "Macassans and Aborigines",
Oceania, Vol. 42:3, (1972), pp.308-9.
6.

25/6/81, p.2a-b, quoted in part in Douglas Lockwood, The
Darwin 1869-1969, (Rigby, Adelaide, 1968),
p.106.
AA CRS Al,11/18116: W.A. Burton's article, Adelaide
Advertiser, 15/12/09.
Front Door.

7.
8.

Ian Keen, "The Alligator Rivers Aborigines:

Retrospect
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The only Europeans to remain in the Alligator Rivers
region, or to derive any benefit from it, were the buffalo
shooters.

Buffalo had been brought to Melville Island,

Raffles Bay and Port Essington from South East Asia, and
either escaped or were turned loose when those settlements
were abandoned in 1829 and 1849. 9 They throve from the
Adelaide to the Liverpool.

From the mid-'eighties they were
shot widely for their hides. 10 It was a hazardous occupation
for man and beast, and attracted only the most hardy (or
foolish) Territorians, who were revered in Darwin as
"pioneers".

"Banjo" Paterson classed buffalo-shooting as
"the last remaining relic of the old wild days 11 However,
11 •

it probably would not have advanced beyond being a sport
for the intrepid had Aboriginal labour not been available.
Shooters, working individually or in pairs, were accompanied
by Aboriginal men who skinned the beasts where they £ell.
The hides were loaded onto horses and taken to a camp where
they were scraped clean and salted by Aboriginal women.

In

return, the Aborigines had access to as much buffalo meat
as they could eat, and received rations, such as tobacco,
treacle, and occasionally alcohol. 12 Shooting was conducted
in the Dry season only, as the plains flanking the Alligator
Rivers became swamps in the Wet.

and Prospect", in Rhys Jones (ed.), Northern Australia:
(Research School of Pacific
Studies, The Australian National University, Canberra,
1980), pp.175-6.

Options and Implications,

9.

S.G. Harris, "Historical Development of the Buffalo
Industry at Oenpelli", Australian Territories, Vol. 7,
nos. 1-3, (Jan-June 1967), p.35.

10.

Ernestine Hill, The Territory, A Sprawling Saga of
Australia's Tropic North, (Angus & Robertson, Sydney,
1981; first published 1951), p.371; Searcy, In
Australian Tropics, pp.34-5.

11.

Northern Territory Times,

12.

Carl Warburton, in collaboration with W.K. Robertson,
Buffaloes, (Australian Pocket Library, 1944), p.148; on
alcohol see T . W. Lavender, "Young Bill's Happy Days",
(Unpublished manuscript, n.d.), pp.450-1; Ronald M.
Berndt and Catherine H. Berndt, Sexual Behaviour in
Western Arnhem Land, (Viking Fund, New York, 1951),
p.39n.

27/1/1899, p.3b.
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One man amongst the shooters was revered in the
Territory as "one of the earliest and greatest pioneers of
the north".

He was Paddy Cahill, "famous hunter of the

Alligator River":

"short and thick, brimful of cheerfulness,

energy and go", with "massive shoulders, which told of
13
great strength".
Admired for his intrepidity and skill as
a buffalo-shooter, he was, in the idiom of the time, a man
of great "pluck and grit".
In 1883 this rough-hewn colonial overlanded 20,000
cattle from Queensland to Wave Hill station on the upper
reaches of the Victoria River, and then managed various
stations in the Territory.

By 1891 he was shooting buffalo

from camps along the East Alligator River, where he had a
small leasehold, in company with a William Johnstone. 14
He is alleged to have been the first man to shoot buffalo in
the Territory from horse-back. 15 By 1897 he and Johnstone
had found a particularly productive spot eleven kilometres
from the river and about 65 kilometres from its mouth, on
"a splendid sheet of water, fully half a mile long, and
two hundred and fifty yards wide - Owenpeley, or Umblanyon".
Camped by this lagoon, in the country of the Mangeri people,
they had great success , but by the end of the 1898 season
the shooters had taken their toll on the buffalo, so
Cahill bought a boat and turned to pearling for a time. 16
13.

Warburton, Buffaloes, p.99; Masson, An Untamed Territory,
p.102; Spencer, Wanderings In Wild Australia, p.720.

14.

M.A. Clinch, "Patrick Cahill (1863?-1923)", in Australian
Dictionary of Biography, Vol. 7, (Melbourne University
Press, Carlton, 1979), pp.521-2; Commonwealth of
Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T., 1920, Minutes
of Evidence, Q.4142, p.147; Barker, "Alligator Rivers
Region", p.19.
Northern Territory Times, 24/2/99, p.3c; Ian L. Idriess,

15.

In Crocodile Land, Wanderings In Northern Australia,

(Angus
16.

&

Robertson, Sydney, 1947), p.105.

23/12/98, p.3c, 27/1/99, p.3d,
3/3/99, p.3a; Ronald M. Berndt and Catherine H. Berndt,

Northern Territory Times,

Man, Land & Myth In North Australia, The Gunwinggu
People, (Ure Smith, Sydney, 1970), p.9.
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From January 1910 bored Darwin clerks could read
periodic instalments on the perils of life in the "wilds".
Cahill, his wife, his ten year old son, and Johnstone set
out for Owenpeley (hereafter Oenpelli) to take up an
agricultural lease of 320 acres, and the Northern Territory
Times contained a number of reports of their "plucky
adventure" over the following few years. 17
Cahill tried to grow plants that had never grown in
the region before, and with some success, if the newspaper
reports are to be believed:

rubber plants, sisal hemp,

maize, corn rice, tobacco, millet, cotton, vegetables and
tropical fruit all flourished to some degree.

The holding

also contained goats, horses, pigs and poultry, and Cahill
.
11 y. 18
h
b u ff a 1 o occasiona
sot
At Oenpelli labour was provided by Aborigines.

Apart

from the local people, there were groups from the King and
Liverpool Rivers districts who had been attracted to the
area since Cahill had been working there.

Maria Cahill

had three Aboriginal women working with her in 1912, and
men were employed as stockmen.

Cahill had at least as

extensive a knowledge of the Aborigines in the Territory as
any European of his time, and was certainly well acquainted
with those of the Oenpelli region.

He usually addressed them

by their Aboriginal names (contrary to the common practice
of assigning them burlesque sobriquets) and knew the locals'
language.

Presumably he gave rations to those who worked

for him, but nothing was distributed to those who did not
17.

Northern Territory Times, 28/1/10, p.3d, 1/12/11, p.2f;
Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T.,
1920, Minutes of Evidence, Q.4142, p.147; AA CRS Al,
30/979: Report - Cahill to Staniforth Smith, 16/1/20.
Some secondary sources allege that Cahill "settled" at
Oenpelli, dairying and growing crops, in 1906: Clinch,
"Patrick Cahill ... ", p.522; Keith Cole, The Aborigines
of Arnhem Land, (Rigby, Adelaide, 1979), p.107.
Howev·e r,.
unless this was only a short-lived venture, it is
contradicted by the above references.

18.

14/1/10, p.3d, 28/10/10, p.3g,
10/2/11, p.3c, 2/6/11, p.3a, 9/6/11, p.3e, 1/12/11,
p.2f; Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the
N.T., 1920, Minutes of Evidence, Q.2442, p.93.
Maurice
and Nicholas Holtze had conducted similar experiments
with plants at the Botanical Gardens in Darwin.
Northern Territory Times,
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work. 19
While he was very successful in negotiating a
continuing working relationship with the Aborigines, Cahill
shared some of the prejudices of his less knowledgeable
contemporaries in the north.

He took the Aborigines'

apparent inability to adopt a European outlook to be a sign
of a child-like mentality.

Thus, he reasoned, it was

pointless to attempt to "elevate" them through education.
What is more, it would be downright dangerous:
The moment you try to bring them to the level of
brothers, ... then the black will regard himself
as your equal, and consider it his right to
associate with your women. Do you want that?20
The most that could be expected, or was desirable apparently,
was that they could undertake menial labouring work under
supervision.

He did think, though, that there was hope of

greater things if they could be trained from childhood.
By the time the Commonwealth took control of the
Territory, then, Europeans had a tenuous hold on the edge of
Arnhem Land, with the aid of Aboriginal labour.

The Aborigines

had begun to drift to the west, towards the centres of the
alien population, but it seemed to some that they were still
relatively free from the worst of civilisation's influences:
Here is the Australian aboriginal unspoilt,
morally and physically, and here, if anywhere,
is the chance of civilising him successfully.21
South Australian governments had taken that opportunity only
to the extent of giving financial assistance to a shortlived mission station at Kopalgo on the South Alligator
22
River in the first decade of the century.
Various reserves
19.

Spencer, Wanderings In Wild Australia, pp.744,747,749-50,
779,827,829.

20.

Words attributed to Cahill by Warburton, Buffaloes,
p.122.

21.

Masson, An Untamed Territory, p.102.

22.

Information concerning this mission is sketchy. The
Government Resident's Report for 1900 refers to the
recent establishment of a mission station in "the
Alligator Rivers district", while the 1908 Report
mentions "Caparlgo, the late mission station". In
December 1909 the minister responsible for the N.T.
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were declared between the Mary and the West Alligator
Rivers in 1892, but they were inadequately managed, and hence
ineffectua1. 23 The field was open, then, for a zealous
federal government to take a hand.

said that the government had given financial aid in the
past to missions, including the abandoned "Kaparlgoo
station, on the South Alligator River". Barker writes
that "on the 1st April, 1901, Mission Permit No. 2 was
granted to The Northern Territory Industrial (Church of
England) Mission - covering an area of 100 squ. miles
between the border of Monassie [reserve on the West
Alligator River] and the South Alligator" but doesn't
mention where this informationqbbtained. The most
fruitful single source is WarbGrton, who refers to it as
a Catholic mission station. In 1919 Fred Smith the
buffalo shooter lived there.
"Fred explained that when
he had taken over Kopalgo from the old mission station
many of the young gins and boys had been trained in
housework, cooking, fishing, and carpentry". South
Australia, Government Resident's Report for the Northern
Territory, 1900, SAPP no. 45, Vol. II, Pt. 2, 1901, p.15;
Government Resident's Report for the Northern Territory,
1908, SAPP no. 45, Vol. III, 1909, p.48;
AA CRS Al,
11/18116: clipping from Adelaide Advertiser, 17/12/09;

Barker, "Alligator Rivers Region", p.14; Warburton,
Buffaloes, pp.123,163, see also pp.85,91.
23.

Barker, "Alligator Rivers Region", p.14.
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OENPELLI, 1912-1925

6.

While Baldwin Spencer encountered continuous
antagonism in Darwin in 1912, his policy towards Aborigines
living beyond the fringes of settlement was implemented
rather more smoothly.

He had advised that reserves should

be declared for Aborigines still leading a predominantly
traditional way of life.

These reserves, he said, should

contain adequate native food supplies and be located so as
to accommodate "groups of tribes that are allied in their
customs and are more or less friendly". 1 Each reserve was
to be supervised by a married man, having pastoral or
agricultural expertise, and preferably some experience of
working with Aborigines.

He would live at a station on

the reserve and be responsible for giving industrial
training to the Aborigines so that they might be coaxed
towards the adoption of European ways, beyond the corrupting
influences of the settled areas.
the main training should be industrial,
simple agricultural work, carpentry, &c., and
work amongst stock for boys, domestic and
gardening for the girls.2
Most attention was to be given to children, who were to be
taken from Aboriginal camps, so that they would "lose
the capacity of obtaining a fo~d supply for themselves in
the bush", and hence forgo a "roaming life" of necessity. 3
Several Aboriginal "stations" were established
along these lines by 1913, though they were not all on the
fringes of settlement.

They were located at the Daly

River, the East Alligator, the Roper, Bowen Straits and
Pine Creek.
operating:

By 1918, though, only one of them was still
on the East Alligator River. 4

When Spencer met Paddy Cahill of Oenpelli in April

..

1.

Spencer, "Preliminary Report .

2.

Spencer, "Preliminary Report

3.

"Report of Preliminary Scientific Expedition to the
Northern Territory", in Department of External Affairs,
Bulletin of the Northern Territory, No. 1, March 1912, p.9.

4.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1913, pp.32-3;
... 1918, p.44.

II

, p.49.

", p.51.

Report
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1912 he was impressed:
I would like to attach him to the Dept.
would like it also.5

&

he

Spencer's scheme for dealing with nomadic Aborigines may
even have been influenced by his meeting with Cahill and
hearing of Cahill's situation on the East Alligator River,
because there is no mention of such a plan in his
earlier report after the 1911 expedition.

On 1 May Spencer

informed the Minister of his intention to institute a
reserve centred on Oenpelli.

From June until August

Spencer stayed with Cahill, collecting anthropological
material.

He found nothing to dampen his enthusiasm for

Oenpelli as a site for a reserve.
ments:

It met all the require-

an abundance of native foods, and Aborigines,

sharing cultural bonds, who were already being attracted
towards a station run by a ready-made supervisor.

Little

more needed to be done than to give the existing arrangements
official sanction:
Paddy Cahill
[is] a great buffalo shooter+
a first rate man who knows the natives better
than anyone up here. I have mapped out a
splendid reserve for the natives on the Alligator
Rivers and Cahill, pending formal appointment,
has been temporarily put in Charge.6
It is not clear why Cahill relinquished his lease to
become a public servant, and puzzling when one considers the
confidence in future prosperity expressed in the newspaper
reports of his venture during 1910.

Nevertheless, in

February 1913 approval was given for Oenpelli to be bought
from Cahill for £725.

The lease was given up with 400 goats,
100 pigs, and poultry. 7 The reserve comprised only 520
square kilometres at first, but was expanded to about
5,200 square kilometres in April 1920 when, in a fit of
5.

Atlee Hunt Papers, ANL MS 52,52/1052:
15/4/12.

Spencer to Hunt,

6.

Atlee Hunt Papers, ANL MS 52,52/2262:
12/9/12.

Spencer to Hunt,

7.

AA CRS Al,30/979: Minute paper for the Executive
Council, 6/2/13, Memo. - Gilruth to Sec. (External
Affairs), 23/12/12. £750 = £200 for 20 horses, £300 for
a launch, and £225 for improvements, being 80 acres of
cleared and cultivated ground, fences and buildings.
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zeal, the Acting Administrator Staniforth Smith gazetted
several reserves that Spencer had mapped out in 1912. 8
Meanwhile, plans had been set in motion for the
establishment of three experimental stations at which it
was hoped the Northern Territory Administration would foster
the pastoral and agricultural development of the Territory
with white labour.

A dairy industry was planned for the

Daly River, while the Batchelor farm at Rum Jungle was
given over to producing fodder crops and breeding horses,
pigs, sheep, poultry and dairy cattle.

The Mataranka

station south-east of Katherine was intended for sheepraising.9

In 1914 the government bought 500 dairy cattle

in Queensland for settlers on the Daly, but the outbreak of
war caused delays in shipping, and when the cattle finally
reached Darwin they were in very poor condition.

Those that

reached the Daly did not improve, so in November, 133 of
the weakest were taken to Oenpelli.

Beckett had been to

the East Alligator River region in September and October
1913 and pronounced the area suitable for dairying.

In

May 1915 Gilruth reported that he was dissatisfied with the
way the Daly River settlers were handling their cattle, and
had ordered a further 150 head to be sent across to Oenpelli.
In October another 108 head arrived at Oenpelli from
Batchelor. 10 By February 1915 Cahill and his Aboriginal
labour force had succeeded in making butter.

It was sent

south for testing, and found to be of good quality:
On the whole, we are pleased with the sample
of butter, and we see great possibilities for
the successful manufacture of same.11
Atlee Hunt, Secretary of the Department of External Affairs,
was at Oenpelli in August 1915.

He confirmed that the
1913, p.36;

8.

Northern Territory, Report
1920, p.19.

9.

Northern Territory, Report
1914-15, p.31;
Historical Geography, pp.205-10.

Report

Bauer,

10.

AA CRS A3, NT14/3401: Telegram - Gilruth to Sec.
(External Affairs), 3/5/15, Gilruth to Minister (External
Affairs), 7/5/15; AA CRS Al,30/979: Report - Cahill
to Smith, 16/1/20; Northern Territory, Report
1914-15, p.13.

11.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1914-15, p.12:
from an "expert's" report.
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region was suited to dairying, and suggested that if
sufficient farmers were attracted to the area, a co-operative
butter-factory might be established. 12 Thus, over the next
few years, work went ahead at Oenpelli with a view to
producing butter on a commercial scale, and building up
the herd so that the industry could be re-established on

the Daly if the settlers there showed "an aptitude and
13
willingness [to] work later on".
Yards, a dairy and a
freezing room were built, as well as a dip so that the
cattle could be protected from ticks, which were a particular
problem in the region.
. d . 14
acquire

A pump and freezi ng plant were also

While dairying operations were being set up, Cahill
continued to experiment with various · crops.

Production

seems never to have progressed beyond the experimental
stage, but the station was able to meet its own requirements.

The working Aborigines' diets were also supplemented
with buffalo meat. 15 By 1917, then, the Administration was
sanguine about the future of Oenpelli .

Cahill and the

Aborigines looked like succeeding where white workers were
considered to be failing at Batchelor and the Daly.

It was

corning to be regarded as much as an experimental station
(though it was never that, officially) as an institution
for the protection and elevation of Aborigi nes, but Gilruth
saw that the native inhabitants were benefitting from the
new initiatives when he visited in 1917:
I ... was very favourably impressed with the
general improvements, effected entirely by
native labour under supervision . . . . the
influence of the station is extending, and
many natives who formerly had never , seen a
12.

Hunt, The Northern Territory of Australia, p.40; AA CRS
A3, N'I'l4/3401, "Copy of a telegram received from Mr Hunt
... 2 September, 1915.

13.

AA CRS A3, NT14/3401:
3/5/15.

14.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1915-16/1916-17 , pp.50-1.

15.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1 915 -16/1916-17, pp.51-2;
Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Co mmission on the
N.T., 1920, Minutes of Evidence, Q.3 957, p.14 3.
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white man are now becoming gradually acquainted
with the best side of the white man's supremacy
and discipline.16
Since Oenpelli accorded pretty much with Spencer's
plans, few changes concerning the Aborigines took place
once it became a government-run station.

And there were

even fewer changes that might have been considered
objectionable by the Aborigines.
classes of workers.

Cahill engaged three

Firstly, there were those employed

more or less permanently.

They undertook the yard- and hut-

building, fencing, horse-breaking, well-sinking, cultivating
and stock work.

For this they received the usual remuneration

of food, tobacco and clothing, and five shillings per week
to their credit in the Aboriginal Trust Account.

When they

wanted to draw on this account in order to buy goods from
Darwin it was arranged by Cahill.

In December 1913 there

were six permanent employees on the paysheet at Oenpelli,
and eight in June 1917. 17 The second class of Aboriginal
employees were people - mostly boys - of between ten and
eighteen years of age, who were trained in the stock,
agricultural and dairy work.

They were kept in food,

tobacco, clothing and blankets, but were not on the paysheet.
Of the nine boys and one girl in this category in 1917, five
were orphans, and there is no indication that any of them
were forcibly removed from native camps.

The wives and

mothers of workers were maintained at the station.
third class of employees were really contractors.

The
Cahill

kept "bush natives" in tobacco while they gathered paper
bark, which was used as roofing for huts, and when enough
had been accumulated he paid for it with flour, tea, sugar,
tobacco and clay pipes.

"Outside natives" supplied goose

eggs and native honey on the same terms, for consumption by
Aborigines maintained or working permanently at the station.
It is not clear on what basis Cahill employed Aborigines
16.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1915-16/1916-17, p.14.

17.

Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the
N.T., 1920, Minutes of Evidence, Q.3618-9, p.134;
Northern Territory, Report ... 1913, p.38; Report
1915-16/1916-17, pp.47-8.
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before 1913, but it is unlikely to have been very different
from the system that operated afterwards.

With the Aboriginals

Department backing him, he probably employed more people
after 1913, especially when building in connection with the
dairying experiment was going on.

The increasing stock

numbers would also have required additional labour.

As well

as working Aborigines, the old and sick were maintained at
Oenpelli after it became a government-run station, and this
probably increased the demand for food-stuffs obtained by
contracted labour, or may have even been responsible for
the initiation of that system.

That form of employment was

perhaps more satisfactory from the Aboriginal point of view,
since it would not have interfered so much with their
accustomed life-style as more regular forms.

Had it nqt

been instituted, "outside" or "bush" Aborigines would not
have had such ready access to the goods which Cahill had to
offer.

So, if there was a change in labour relations after

1913, it was in an expansion of the scope for Aboriginal
employment, both on a wage basis and a piece-work basis. 18
As previously mentioned, one of the major changes
that took place at Oenpelli once it became an Aboriginal
station, was that it became a refuge for the old and infirm. 19
Fever and influenza were the most common complaints, especially
in the cooler Dry season.

For the year to June 1917, nearly

all Aborigines it the station and about 150 from "outside"
were treated for 'flu.

Sore eyes were also a common

problem, for which Cahill provided a lotion:
... it is quite common to find a beer bottle full
of 'eye water' in native camps a long distance
away from Oenpelli. As soon as blight appears in
a camp, in comes a native for eye medicine.20
18.

19.

20.

The relationship between modes of employment, European
goods, and the traditional way of life amongst Aborigines on the Daly River is examined by W.E.H. Stanner
in White Man Got No Dreaming, Essays 1938-1973,
(Australian National University Press, 1979), pp.67-105,
and by Michaela Richards in a forthcoming B.A. (Hons.)
sub-thesis.
There is no evidence thqt Cahill did not treat sick
Aborigines while he was self-employed, but it is very
unlikely that he would have to the extent that he did
once in the service of the Administration.
Northern Territory, Report ... 1915-16/1916-17, pp.47-8.
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With the aid of Dr Holmes' First Aid For Bushmen, Cahill
also treated gonorrhea, bubo, granuloma, yaws, snake bits
and broken limbs, and he extracted teeth. 21
A second difference in the policy of whites towards
Aborigines at Oenpelli from 1913 was that Cahill began to
entice Aborigines in from the east for no reason other than
to try to start them on the road towards an acceptance of
European ways.

To promote this process the general policy

of only giving rations to the workers, the old and the
infirm, was broken when parties came in from the Liverpool
River.

They were given tobacco, pipes and blankets, and

got on well with the locals:
They made several exchanges with the reserve
natives, and joined in the corroborees, so I
think that the wild natives will be easily
quietenea..22
Both these changes to the running of Oenpelli - the provision
of para-medical services and maintenance of those being
treated, and the enticing of Aborigines in from the east favoured Aboriginal interests, since more goods were being
made available with no obligations attached.
Some of the changes planned for Oenpelli by Spencer
might not have been so acceptable to the Aborigines, had
they been effected.

Spencer's scheme for removing

children from camps at an early age, and accommodating and
educating them at the station was never implemented.
Cahill's ostensible objections were, firstly, that it would
be unfair to educate Aborigines along European lines if,
once the process had been completed, there was no alternative
for them but to go back to the bush.

Secondly, he claimed

that the Aboriginal men objected to their girls being
educated because "once a girl was taken in hand, taught to
read and write, and the habits of the white people, she
21.

He once pulled out two of his own. When Hunt received
this news he wrote:
'' It shows what kind of man Cahill
is.
If only we had a dozen of his kind we could show
good results in the N.T." - AA CRS Al,30/979: undated
note signed "A.H.", attached to Report - Cahill to
Carey, 1 7 / 7 / 1 7 .

22.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1913, p.38.
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would become useless as a wi f e to the average black man".

23

So this policy, which engendered considerable fear amongst
the Aborigines when it was tried later by the Church
Missionary Society, and also by the Methodist Overseas
Mission at Goulburn Island and Milingimbi, was never put into
effect while Oenpelli remained a government station. 24
In the one area in which the establishment of a
government station at Oenpelli did significantly upset the
status qua, there was trouble.

This became clear in

January 1917 when Cahill, his wife, a white employee and
two Aboriginals who worked in the Cahill's kitchen, became
ill after eating butter made at the station, which, it was
later found, contained strychnine.

As a consequence, two

part-Aborigines were "dealt with summarily", while Romula,
a permanent employee at the station whom Cahill had known
for 25 years, was sent to Darwin to be tried on a charge of
attempted murder.

At his trial, Romula pleaded "not guilty",

whereupon counsel for the defence requested and was granted
an adjournment.

His counsel, Carey and others visited

Romu l a in Fanny Bay gaol that night, and on the following
day he changed his plea to "guilty".

Carey claimed later

that the defendant had been urged to plead guilty in order
to get a lighter sentence.

On the other hand, N.W. Barratt,

who assisted Ewing with his investigations in 1919-20,
alleged that Carey and others had tried to "hush the whole
matter up", because "otherwise the whole of the administration
of Oenpelli would have been shown up", and that Romula had
acted as he did because his "lubra had been interfered with
by some white person or persons".
substantiated. 25

These claims were never

23.

Northern Territory, Report ... 1915-16/1916-17, p.50.

24.

C.H. & R.M. Berndt, "An Oenpelli Monologue: CultureContact", Oceania, Vol. XXII, no. 1, September 1951,
pp.24-52; Cole, The Aborigines of Arnhem Land, pp.113,
181-2; Maisie McKenzie, Mission To Arnhem Land,
(Rigby, Adelaide, 1976), pp.16,31.

25.

Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T.,
1920, Minutes of Evidence, Q.1761-2, p.67, Q.4029,
p.144, Q.4034, p.144, Q.4039, pp.144-5; Lockwood, The
Front Door, pp.221-2.
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Cahill's various accounts indicate that the
grievances that led to the attem~ted murder were not held
26
by Romula alone.
Soon after the poisoning incident
Cahill got all his "boys" together, and questioned them.
One specific complaint was that it was considered that
Cahill should not have beaten an Aborigine called Peter who
had killed some goats and then used iron from their shelter
to make a hut for himself. 27 Cahill was also told that the
workers objected to the strictness of his supervision:
[Mitcherlack] said that they ... complained that
I made them work when they would rather have
been sitting down. Also that when working among
the cattle, that I wanted them to work too quick
[sic] .28
The one complaint which Cahill mentions in all four
references to the incident, though, was that he would not
allow fighting and wife-beating in camps near the station.
As Protector of Aborigines he felt it incumbent upon
himself to protect them from each other, and insisted that
all disputes be brought to him for settlement. 29 Thus, in
the one instance in which Cahill went beyond the regulation
of the work relationship (which the Aborigines could enter
into voluntarily) to impose his own order on purely
Aboriginal matters, he met with trouble.
By 1918 Oenpelli was beginning to show some small
return for £1,000 that was spent on its upkeep each year.
£280 was earnt from butter sales in 1918, though production
26.

AA CRS A3, HT17/472: Report - Cahill to Carey, 25/1/17;
Northern Territory, Report ... 1915-16/1916-17, pp.4950; Report ... 1918, p.41; Commonwealth of Australia,
Royal Commission on the N.T.,

1920, Minutes of Evidence,

Q.4049, p.145.
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It would appear that Cahill and his son Thomas beat
Aboriginal employees from time to time, and on at least
one occasion ordered two Aborigines to punish each other.
That the Aborigines put up with this to the extent that
they did is perhaps indicative of their appetite for
the goods Cahill had to offer. Commonwealth of
Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T., 1920, Minutes
of Evidence, Q.650, p.28, Q.1825,1827, p.69, Q.4153-5,
p.148, Q.4297, p.153, Q.11296, p.350.
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Commonwealth of Australia, Royal Commission on the N.T.,
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by 1919 was still at the "experimental stages".

In 1918

some bullocks from Oenpelli were sold to a butcher at
Batchelor, and 62 head of cattle were sent to Darwin to
supply the compound, the gaol and the lazaret. 30 Gilruth
remained optimistic about the station's prospects throughout
his term as Administrator, but his tenure was cut short when
he left Darwin under pressure of dissatisfied local
31
residents in February 1919.
His relationship with Cahill
remained friendly throughout his period in the Territory.
When hostility towards Gilruth escalated in December 1918,
Cahill was amongst a number of men who were sworn in as
special constables to counter any violence that might
ensue.

Carey, who was also a close acquaintance of Cahill's,

took up the new post of Director when Gilruth left, but he
also thought it prudent to leave in October 1919, and from
that time what Cahill called "some malignant influence"
began to play on Oenpelli. 32
Once Cahill's closest allies in the Administration
left, interest in the station declined.

Frank Bishop, the

Chief Inspector of Stock and Superintendent of Government
Stations, had been at Oenpelli in September 1919, and recommended that dairying be discontinued and shorthorn bulls be
purchased with a view to producing beef.

The Jersey cattle

were not standing up to the tick and buffalo fly, despite
dipping. 33 Equivocation over the future of dairying might
also have had something to do with an industrial dispute
at the Darwin wharf at about this time over the Oenpelli
30.
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butter, because it was made with black labour. This caused
delays in its unloading. 34 Acting Administrator Staniforth
Smith supported the idea of converting Oenpelli to beef
production, but considered that unless bulls were acquired,
Oenpelli, and also Mataranka station, would have to be
closed.

The most serious doubts were held for the future

of Mataranka though, and 500 head of breeding cattle were
transferred from there to Oenpelli in 1920.

Because of

these doubts over Mataranka, only ten bulls, rather than the
originally planned twenty, were acquired, finally, in 1921.
By then, however, the Territory had a new Administrator,
Mataranka was being looked on more favourably, and the bulls
were sent there, as it was decided that even the thickerhided shorthorns, fresh from the south, would not stand up
to the cattle tick in the coastal regions.

The progeny of

these, it was hoped, would eventually reach Oenpelli.
never did. 35

They

In the early 'twenties Hughes' Nationalist government
was committed to an economic policy of cutting costs and
balancing budgets. 36 Senator Pearce was Minister for Home
and Territories at the time, and in April 1922 he noted:
My present view is that we should if a favourable
offer can be obtained dispose first of Oenpelli
Station.
He confirmed this view when he was in the Territory in May
1923. 37 After his visit the station was transferred from
the Aboriginals Department to the Stock Department.

By

then Oenpelli had lost its last champion, Paddy Cahill having
died in February while visiting the south.
what Pearce's motives were at that stage:

It is not clear
whether he saw

34.

Warburton, Buffaloes, pp.98,121.

35.

AA CRS Al,30/979: Telegram - Smith to Sec. (Home &
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36.
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37.
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Oenpelli as an economic liability, or was concerned that
the Aborigines' best interests were not being served.
Bishop and Urquhart, the Administrator, certainly saw it in
the former light:
In regard to Oenpelli, I agree with the recommendation of the Chief Inspector of Stock that
it should be closed down ... I have never been
able to see that this establishment served any
useful purpose, and I think the cost of its
upkeep is not justified.38 Oenpelli at present
is a heavy annual expense to Government, [and
should be disposed of] on the most liberal
terms possible.39
But whatever Pearce's motives, by June 1924 he had decided
that governments were not appropriate bodies to deal with
Aborigines.

At the "annual festival" of the Australian

Board of Missions, he said that missionary societies were
far better able to do the job, and that in the future they
would receive government assistance in their work in the
Territory.

A prospectus of Oenpelli was shown to J.S.

Needham, chairman of the A.B.M., but nothing came of this.
The Roman Catholic Mission, which had been active in the
north of the Territory since 1881, was approached but was
not interested, considering that mainland sites were
inappropriate for missions, because it was impossible to
restrict Aborigines' contact with less salubrious influences.
Oenpelli fell within the Methodist Overseas Mission's
"sphere of influence" as determined by the "comity of
missions" agreement, but they too were not interested, for
the same reason as the Roman Catholic Mission.

The Anglican

Church Missionary Society had had a mission station on the
Roper River since 1908, and another specifically for partAborigines on Groote Eylandt from 1921.

In May 1925,

after protracted negotiations, a special conference of
members of its Council accepted the offer to establish a
mission at Oenpelli, subject to formal confirmation by the
full Council.

The Society was granted a Mission lease of

200 square miles, 500 head of the cattle that were on the
station, and were promised an annual subsidy of £250 and
38.
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free conveyance of supplies from Darwin.

On 5 September

1925, Mr and Mrs A.J. Dyer arrived at Oenpelli to take
40
charge on behalf of the C.M.S.
As an Aboriginal institution, Oenpelli had been a
modest success, because the aims of the man who conceived
of it, and still more of the man who ran it, were also
modest.

Whereas Spencer had assumed the indigenous culture

of the Darwin Aborigines to be more or less defunct, and
hence irrelevant, in the case of the Aborigines of Arnhem
Land he recognised it as a living thing, to be taken into
account in shaping policy concerning those people.
Cahill also realised this fact.

Paddy

Hence, Oenpelli was

intended to be a vehicle by which they might be enticed
towards European civilisation in their own time, taking
bites at it at will.

Only when Cahill tried to go beyond

this did he meet with problems.
enticed?

Were the Aborigines

They came, certainly:

sometimes there were as
many as 500 camped about the place. 41 They accepted the
medicine, and some of them became adept at European skills:
carpentry, horse-breaking, buffalo-shooting, and so on.
However, there is no evidence that changes went any deeper
than that.

The Aborigines were never persuaded that

industriousness is a moral virtue:

Cahill complained a

number of times that they would work only under supervision. 42
One change which Cahill saw as being a positive
achievement, was the new amity amongst the various groups:
These ["outside"] natives never mixed with the
local natives before Oenpelli was established
Now they are on friendly terms, and old
men have gone from Oenpelli with the wild
natives over a hundred miles to see sacred
40.
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ceremonial corroborees and returned to Oenpelli
unharmed ... 43
Oenpelli's value as an Aboriginal reserve was never
called into question.

From 1918, its function as such seems

not to have even been considered.

For the Northern

Territory Administration, its purpose was to succeed as a
dairying or pastoral venture.

Thus, when it failed in

this respect, it was relinquished.

Documents relating to the

original decision to ''dispose" of the station give no
indication that this was being done for the benefit of the
Aborigines there, or that it was intended, at that stage,
to hand control to a missionary group.

But at some stage

in the two years between that initial decision and Pearce's
speech to the A.B.M. the government recognised once again
Oenpelli's original purpose, and dealt with it accordingly.
It is not known whether offers to buy Oenpelli were made
in those two years.

Dr Leighton Jones (Chief Health Officer

and Government Medical Officer in the Territory) and
Professor Archibald Watson of the University of Adelaide
submitted a tender in March 1925, but by then negotiations
with the C.M.S. were progressing, and the offer was not
cons1' d ere d . 44

43.

AA CRS Al,30/979: Report - Cahill to Smith, 16/1/20.
By contrast, Stanner found a state of "acute conflict"
existing between Aboriginal groups gathered about
farms on the Daly River in 1932:
" ... under the
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CONCLUSION

7•

1927 was something of a turning-point in Commonwealth
administration of the Northern Territory.

In March the

Territory was split into North Australia and Central
Australia, and the North Australia Commission was formed,
consisting of three members who were to "have control of
railways and roads, and responsibility for creating
adequate telegraph communication and developing ports". 1
However, into the 'thirties and on to the Second World War,
Aborigines in the Territory probably did not recognise any
dramatic changes in the way they were regarded by the
Administration.
many:

On a practical level, there were not

the emphasis on control was maintained in the

Aboriginals Ordinances of 1933 and 1936, and the "halfcaste problem" remained a central concern. 2
Yet 1927 also represents a watershed in Aboriginal
administration.

When Dr Cecil Cook was appointed the first

and only Chief Protector of Aborigines for North
Australia, the position went to a medical man for the first
time since Basedow's brief tenure in 1911.

While he was

also encumbered with the office of Chief Government Medical
Officer, he was at least able to set about improving the
health of the Aborigines with a vigor that had formerly
been lacking, and had his medical staff to assist him. He
also took a more positive approach towards assimilating partAborigines into white society in Darwin by providing
housing for those in employment.
On a more political level, pressure was applied on
governments by groups which interested themselves in
Aboriginal welfare, such as the Association for the
Protection of Native Races, missionary societies, and other
bodies which were being formed in the southern capitals
1.

Lockwood, The Front Door, p.243. The scheme was
abandoned and the Territory reunified in 1931.

2.

C.D. Rowley, The Destruction Of Aboriginal Society,
(Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1972; first published 1970),
pp.281,319-20.
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in the late 'twenties and early 'thirties.

These groups

reacted strongly to the killing of Aborigines by punitive
expeditions in the Kimberleys in 1927, and near Alice
Springs in 1928, and later, in 1933, to the trials of
Aborigines accused of killing Japanese fishermen and a white
policeman on the east coast of Arnhem Land. 3 In 1928, in
response to such pressure, J.W. Bleakley , Chief Protector
in Queensland, was appointed to investigate and report on
the condition of Aborigines in the Northern Territory.
Apart from his support for missionary activities, his
recommendations were very similar to those made by Spencer
sixteen years earlier, but at least it marked a renewal of
interest by Federal politicians jn Northern Territory
Aborigines, and the end of a steady decline in concern for
such matters since Spencer's involvement.
In the late 'twenties Darwin was pretty much as it
had been in the early days of Commonwealth control.
Ernestine Hill was there in 1930:
Shabbiest seaport of the Australian coast, far
out in isolation, ... it existed on Government
pension with not a single industry to keep it
alive.4
At the Kahlin Beach Compound Aborigines built shelters on
the beach sim i lar to those from which they had been removed
on Larneroo Beach in 1912, while others continued to camp
elsewhere and work for the Chinese.

Out at Oenpelli,

Spencer's schemes had been abandoned, and the place was in
the hands of missionaries, whom he had said should not be
entrusted with the care of Aborigines. 5 What had happened
to the plans for the protectjon of Aborigines from the
worst aspects of European civilisation, the education of
3.

A.P. Elkin, "Australian Aboriginal and White Relations,
A Personal Record", Roya l Australian Historical Society,
Journal and Proceedings, Vol. 48:3 (July 1962), p.218;
Rowley, The Destruction Of Aboriginal Society, pp.200-2,
288-97.

4.

Ernestine Hill, The Territory, p.5.

5.

Altee Hunt Papers, ANL MS52,52/1042:
to Hunt, 15/4/12.
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the young, and the gradual "elevation" of all to an
acceptance and understanding of the white man's view of
the world?
Two basic factors diverted Spencer's scheme from its
course:

the Aborigines, and Commonwealth governments'

priorities with regard to the Northern Territory in general.
If Spencer and others who administered Aboriginal policy
thought that once an Aborigine's culture had been
corrupted by contact with European civilisation, he could
be shaped at will, they were wrong.

In Darwin, the

Aborigines showed an indomitable will of their own to
assimilate only so much of the alien culture as they wanted. 6
In this they confronted the policy of control in Darwin,
and were largely successful.

At Oenpelli, Aboriginal

culture was, if not respected, at least recognised as a
significant factor shaping relationships between blacks and
whites, and the experiment there was that much more
successful.
The second factor shaping Aboriginal policy and its
outcome between 1911 and 1927 was the overriding commitment
to settle white people in the Territory.

The state of

European technology, and knowledge of the Northern
Territory environment, was such that this could only be
achieved with the use of cheap labour, while the White
Australia policy dictated that such labour could not be
obtained from Asia, Africa or the Pacific.

So the Aborigines

had to remain an integral part of economic structures
already in existence, as in Darwin, or be included in
schemes for future development, if the objective of a white
population in the north was to be realised.

In 1911 it was

hoped that this would not be necessary, but the fact was
emphasised when attempts to establish farms at the Daly
River and Batchelor exclusively with white labour floundered
within a few years.

In Darwin this-meant that Aborigines

had to remain, as employees, in the town, even though this
6.

Basil Sansom demonstrates that they continue to do so:
The Camp At Wallaby Cross, Aboriginal Fringe Dwellers
In Darwin, (Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies,

Canberra, 1980).
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jeopardised Spencer's central concern that they be removed
from the sources of alcohol and opium.

Given that they

had to stay, the only means of effecting protection was
to impose severe restrictions on their movements, and
this became the main aspect of Aboriginal policy in the
town, in theory at least, especially after Spencer left.
At Oenpelli the preoccupation with white settlement
meant that the station's original purpose was soon forgotten,
and it became a means of establishing an industry which,
it was hoped, would draw many settlers to the region.

But

even with the use of cheap labour, it failed in this
respect, and so the project was abandoned.
The concern to populate the north also meant that
ideas of making Aborigines self-employed and selfsufficient, or of segregating them in areas where there
was any prospect of settlement by Europeans, were never
seriously entertained.
Thus, the direction of government policy concerning
Aborigines in the Top End of the Territory was influenced
to a considerable extent by the fact that, as a source of
cheap labour, the Aborigines were indispensable.
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